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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a heat-recov-
ery-type refrigerating apparatus, and relates particularly
to a heat-recovery-type refrigerating apparatus which in-
cludes a compressor, a heat-source-side heat exchang-
er, and a plurality of usage-side heat exchangers, in
which refrigerant is sent from the usage-side heat ex-
changer functioning as a refrigerant radiator to the usage-
side heat exchanger functioning as a refrigerant evapo-
rator, whereby heat can be recovered between the us-
age-side heat exchangers.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] As disclosed in Patent Literature 1 (Japanese
Laid-open Patent Application No. 2010-25374), a refrig-
erating apparatus is conventionally known in which a re-
frigerant cooler is provided for cooling a power element
or other electrical equipment item for controlling a com-
pressor or other constituent device through use of refrig-
erant flowing between a heat-source-side heat exchang-
er and a usage-side heat exchanger. In this refrigerating
apparatus, the degree of cooling of the electrical equip-
ment item is determined according to the flow rate of the
refrigerant flowing through the refrigerant cooler, i.e., the
flow rate of the refrigerant flowing between the heat-
source-side heat exchanger and the usage-side heat ex-
changer.
[0003] Additionally, Patent Literature 2 (Japanese
Laid-open Patent Application No. 2001-099512 A) de-
scribes an apparatus according to the preamble of claim
1 with a heat source unit for a heat pump type conditioner,
in which the protection of electric parts or a compressor
is ensured by a method wherein an air temperature in
the heat source unit and a discharging gas temperature
of the compressor are controlled so as not to exceed a
set temperature. It is further described a heat-source-
side heat exchanger which is divided into three sections
and that the outlet of one of the sections is downstream
connected with a refrigerant cooler for cooling an elec-
trical equipment.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] A heat-recovery-type refrigerating apparatus is
also conventionally known as a refrigerating apparatus
configured so as to include a compressor, a heat-source-
side heat exchanger, and a plurality of usage-side heat
exchangers. In this heat-recovery-type refrigerating ap-
paratus, the usage-side heat exchangers can each indi-
vidually be switched between functioning as refrigerant
evaporators or refrigerant radiators, and refrigerant is
sent from a usage-side heat exchanger functioning as a
refrigerant radiator to a usage-side heat exchanger func-
tioning as a refrigerant evaporator, whereby heat is re-

covered between the usage-side heat exchangers (e.g.,
simultaneous cooling/heating operation is performed in
which air-cooling operation and air-heating operation are
performed simultaneously). The heat-recovery-type re-
frigerating apparatus is configured so that the heat-
source-side heat exchanger is caused to function as a
refrigerant evaporator or a refrigerant radiator in accord-
ance with the overall heat load (evaporation load and/or
radiation load) of the plurality of usage-side heat ex-
changers, taking into account the heat recovery de-
scribed above.
[0005] The conventional refrigerant cooler described
above may conceivably be applied to such a heat-recov-
ery-type refrigerating apparatus to cool an electrical
equipment item.
[0006] However, when a refrigerant cooler is applied
to a heat-recovery-type refrigerating apparatus, the flow
rate of refrigerant flowing between the heat-source-side
heat exchanger and the usage-side heat exchangers de-
creases when heat is recovered between the usage-side
heat exchangers, and the flow rate of refrigerant flowing
through the refrigerant cooler also consequently de-
creases. The electrical equipment item can therefore be
inadequately cooled.
[0007] An object of the present invention is to configure
a heat-recovery-type refrigerating apparatus capable of
heat recovery between usage-side heat exchangers so
that when a refrigerant cooler for cooling an electrical
equipment item is provided thereto, the flow rate of re-
frigerant flowing through the refrigerant cooler is main-
tained, and an electrical equipment item can be cooled
even when heat is being recovered between the usage-
side heat exchangers.
[0008] A heat-recovery-type refrigerating apparatus
according to a first aspect includes a compressor, heat-
source-side heat exchanger, and a plurality of usage-
side heat exchangers which can each individually be
switched between functioning as refrigerant evaporators
or refrigerant radiators, refrigerant being sent from a us-
age-side heat exchanger functioning as a refrigerant ra-
diator to a usage-side heat exchanger functioning as a
refrigerant evaporator, whereby heat can be recovered
between the usage-side heat exchangers by simultane-
ously performing cooling/heating operation. Here, a por-
tion of the heat-source-side heat exchanger is a precool-
ing heat exchanger for always circulating high-pressure
vapor refrigerant discharged from the compressor, and
a refrigerant cooler for cooling an electrical equipment
item is connected to a downstream side of the precooling
heat exchanger, wherein a refrigerant-cooling-side flow
rate adjusting mechanism for adjusting a flow rate of re-
frigerant flowing through said precooling heat exchanger
is connected to a downstream side of said refrigerant
cooler.
[0009] In providing the refrigerant cooler for cooling the
electrical equipment item herein, a configuration is adopt-
ed in which a portion of the heat-source-side heat ex-
changer is configured as a precooling heat exchanger
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for always circulating high-pressure vapor refrigerant dis-
charged from the compressor, and a refrigerant cooler
is connected to the downstream side of the precooling
heat exchanger, as described above. It is therefore pos-
sible for refrigerant to always be circulated to the refrig-
erant cooler through the precooling heat exchanger. The
flow rate of refrigerant flowing through the refrigerant
cooler is thereby maintained, and the electrical equip-
ment item can be cooled during heat recovery between
the usage-side heat exchangers, i.e., even when the flow
rate of refrigerant flowing between the heat-source-side
heat exchanger and the usage-side heat exchangers de-
creases.
[0010] Additionally, a configuration is adopted in which
a refrigerant-cooling-side flow rate adjusting mechanism
is connected to the downstream side of the refrigerant
cooler, as described above. The flow rate of refrigerant
flowing through the precooling heat exchanger, and con-
sequently the flow rate of refrigerant flowing through the
refrigerant cooler, can thereby be appropriately adjusted.
[0011] A heat-recovery-type refrigerating apparatus
according to a second aspect is the heat-recovery-type
refrigerating apparatus according to the second aspect,
wherein a heat-source-side flow rate adjusting mecha-
nism for adjusting the flow rate of refrigerant flowing
through a main heat-source-side heat exchanger which
is a portion of the heat-source-side heat exchanger ex-
cluding the precooling heat exchanger is connected to a
liquid side of the main heat-source-side heat exchanger,
and an outlet of the refrigerant-cooling-side flow rate ad-
justing mechanism is connected to a downstream side
of the heat-source-side flow rate adjusting mechanism
when the main heat-source-side heat exchanger is
caused to function as refrigerant radiator.
[0012] Here, a configuration is adopted in which the
outlet of the refrigerant-cooling-side flow rate adjusting
mechanism for adjusting the flow rate of refrigerant flow-
ing through the precooling heat exchanger and the re-
frigerant cooler is connected to the downstream side of
the heat-source-side flow rate adjusting mechanism
when the main heat-source-side heat exchanger func-
tions as refrigerant radiator, as described above. The flow
rate of refrigerant flowing through the main heat-source-
side heat exchanger can thereby be adjusted by the heat-
source-side flow rate adjusting mechanism, and sepa-
rately from this adjustment, the flow rate of refrigerant
flowing through the precooling heat exchanger and the
refrigerant cooler can be adjusted by the refrigerant-cool-
ing-side flow rate adjusting mechanism.
[0013] A heat-recovery-type refrigerating apparatus
according to a third aspect is the heat-recovery-type re-
frigerating apparatus according to the third aspect,
wherein: the main heat-source-side heat exchanger has
a first heat-source-side heat exchanger and a second
heat-source-side heat exchanger; the heat-source-side
flow rate adjusting mechanism has a first heat-source-
side flow rate adjusting mechanism for adjusting the flow
rate of refrigerant flowing through the first heat-source-

side heat exchanger, and a second heat-source-side flow
rate adjusting mechanism for adjusting the flow rate of
refrigerant flowing through the second heat-source-side
heat exchanger. The outlet of the refrigerant-cooling-side
flow rate adjusting mechanism is also connected to a
downstream side of the first heat-source-side flow rate
adjusting mechanism when the first heat-source-side
heat exchanger is caused to function as a refrigerant ra-
diator, and to a downstream side of the second heat-
source-side flow rate adjusting mechanism when the sec-
ond heat-source-side heat exchanger is caused to func-
tion as a refrigerant radiator.
[0014] Here, the main heat-source-side heat exchang-
ers are first of all divided into a first heat-source-side heat
exchanger and a second heat-source-side heat ex-
changer, and heat-source-side flow rate adjusting mech-
anisms are provided to the respective heat-source-side
heat exchangers, as described above. The flow rates of
refrigerant flowing through the heat-source-side heat ex-
changers can therefore be individually adjusted, and the
heat-source-side heat exchangers can each individually
be switched between functioning as a refrigerant evap-
orator or a refrigerant radiator. A configuration is also
adopted in which the outlet of the refrigerant-cooling-side
flow rate adjusting mechanism for adjusting the flow rate
of refrigerant flowing through the precooling heat ex-
changer and the refrigerant cooler is connected to the
downstream side of the heat-source-side flow rate ad-
justing mechanisms when the two heat-source-side heat
exchangers function as refrigerant radiators, as de-
scribed above. The flow rates of refrigerant flowing
through the two heat-source-side heat exchangers can
thereby be individually adjusted by the heat-source-side
flow rate adjusting mechanisms, and separately from this
adjustment, the flow rate of refrigerant flowing through
the precooling heat exchanger and the refrigerant cooler
can be adjusted by the refrigerant-cooling-side flow rate
adjusting mechanism.
[0015] A heat-recovery-type refrigerating apparatus
according to a fourth aspect is the heat-recovery-type
refrigerating apparatus according to any of the first
through fourth aspects, wherein the precooling heat ex-
changer constitutes a bottom part of the heat-source-side
heat exchanger.
[0016] A heat-recovery-type refrigerating apparatus
according to a fifth aspect is the heat-recovery-type re-
frigerating apparatus according to the fifth aspect, where-
in the heat-source-side heat exchanger has a structure
in which a plurality of refrigerant paths through which
refrigerant flows in a horizontal direction are arranged in
a plurality of levels in a vertical direction, and the pre-
cooling heat exchanger constitutes the refrigerant path
on the lowermost level among the plurality of refrigerant
paths.
[0017] Here, the precooling heat exchanger consti-
tutes a bottom part of the heat-source-side heat exchang-
er, as described above. For example, in a case in which
the heat-source-side heat exchanger has a structure in
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which a plurality of refrigerant paths through which re-
frigerant flows in a horizontal direction are arranged in a
plurality of levels in a vertical direction, the precooling
heat exchanger constitutes the refrigerant path on the
lowermost level among the plurality of refrigerant paths.
Through this configuration, high-pressure vapor refriger-
ant discharged from the compressor is always circulated
to the bottom part of the heat-source-side heat exchang-
er, and freezing of the bottom part of the heat-source-
side heat exchanger can be suppressed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018]

FIG. 1 is a schematic configuration diagram illustrat-
ing a simultaneous-cooling/heating-operation-type
air conditioning apparatus as an embodiment of the
heat-recovery-type refrigerating apparatus accord-
ing to the present invention.
FIG. 2 is a view illustrating the general internal struc-
ture of a heat source unit constituting the simultane-
ous-cooling/heating-operation-type air conditioning
apparatus.
FIG. 3 is a view schematically illustrating the struc-
ture of a heat-source-side heat exchanger.
FIG. 4 is a view illustrating operation (refrigerant
flow) in an air-cooling operation mode (large evap-
oration load) of the simultaneous-cooling/heating-
operation-type air conditioning apparatus.
FIG. 5 is a view illustrating operation (refrigerant
flow) in an air-cooling operation mode (small evap-
oration load) of the simultaneous-cooling/heating-
operation-type air conditioning apparatus.
FIG. 6 is a view illustrating operation (refrigerant
flow) in an air-heating operation mode (large radia-
tion load) of the simultaneous-cooling/heating-oper-
ation-type air conditioning apparatus.
FIG. 7 is a view illustrating operation (refrigerant
flow) in an air-heating operation mode (small radia-
tion load) of the simultaneous-cooling/heating-oper-
ation-type air conditioning apparatus.
FIG. 8 is a view illustrating operation (refrigerant
flow) in a simultaneous cooling/heating operation
mode (mainly evaporation load) of the simultaneous-
cooling/heating-operation-type air conditioning ap-
paratus.
FIG. 9 is a view illustrating operation (refrigerant
flow) in a simultaneous cooling/heating operation
mode (mainly radiation load) of the simultaneous-
cooling/heating-operation-type air conditioning ap-
paratus.
FIG. 10 is a view illustrating operation (refrigerant
flow) in a simultaneous cooling/heating operation
mode (when the evaporation/radiation loads are bal-
anced and refrigerant is circulated to the heat-
source-side heat exchanger) of the simultaneous-
cooling/heating-operation-type air conditioning ap-

paratus.
FIG. 11 is a view illustrating operation (refrigerant
flow) in a simultaneous cooling/heating operation
mode (when the evaporation/radiation loads are bal-
anced and refrigerant is not circulated to the heat-
source-side heat exchanger) of the simultaneous-
cooling/heating-operation-type air conditioning ap-
paratus.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0019] Embodiments of the heat-recovery-type refrig-
erating apparatus according to the present invention are
described below with reference to the drawings. The spe-
cific configuration of the heat-recovery-type refrigerating
apparatus according to the present invention is not lim-
ited by the embodiments and modifications thereof de-
scribed below, and can be modified within a range that
does not depart from the gist of the invention.

(1) Configuration of a heat-recovery-type refrigerating 
apparatus (simultaneous-cooling/heating-operation-
type air conditioning apparatus)

[0020] FIG. 1 is a schematic configuration diagram il-
lustrating a simultaneous-cooling/heating-operation-
type air conditioning apparatus 1 as an embodiment of
the heat-recovery-type refrigerating apparatus according
to the present invention. FIG. 2 is a view illustrating the
general internal structure of a heat source unit 2 consti-
tuting the simultaneous-cooling/heating-operation-type
air conditioning apparatus 1. FIG. 3 is a view schemati-
cally illustrating the structure of heat-source-side heat
exchangers 24, 25, 35. The simultaneous-cooling/heat-
ing-operation-type air conditioning apparatus 1 is used
for indoor air cooling/heating in a building or the like by
performing a vapor-compression-type refrigerating cy-
cle.
[0021] The simultaneous-cooling/heating-operation-
type air conditioning apparatus 1 has primarily a single
heat-source unit 2, a plurality of (four in this case) usage
units 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, connecting units 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d con-
nected to the usage units 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, and refrigerant
communicating pipes 7, 8, 9 for connecting the heat-
source unit 2 and the usage units 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d via the
connecting units 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d. Specifically, a vapor-
compression-type refrigerant circuit 10 of the simultane-
ous-cooling/heating-operation-type air conditioning ap-
paratus 1 is configured by the connecting of the heat-
source unit 2, the usage units 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, the con-
necting units 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d, and the refrigerant commu-
nicating pipes 7, 8, 9. The simultaneous-cooling/heating-
operation-type air conditioning apparatus 1 is also con-
figured so that the usage units 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d can individ-
ually perform air-cooling operation or air-heating opera-
tion, and refrigerant is sent from a usage unit for perform-
ing air-heating operation to a usage unit for performing
air-cooling operation, whereby heat can be recovered
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between the usage units (i.e., simultaneous cooling/heat-
ing operation can be performed in which air-cooling op-
eration and air-heating operation are performed simulta-
neously). The simultaneous-cooling/heating-operation-
type air conditioning apparatus 1 is also configured so
that the heat load of the heat-source unit 2 is balanced
in accordance with the overall heat load of the plurality
of usage units 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d taking into account the heat
recovery (simultaneous cooling/heating operation) de-
scribed above.

<Usage units>

[0022] The usage units 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d are installed by
being built into or suspended from an indoor ceiling of a
building or the like, by hanging on an indoor wall surface,
or by other means. The usage units 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d are
connected to the heat-source unit 2 via the refrigerant
communicating pipes 7, 8, 9 and the connecting units 4a,
4b, 4c, 4d, and constitute a portion of the refrigerant cir-
cuit 10.
[0023] The configuration of the usage units 3a, 3b, 3c,
3d will next be described. The usage unit 3a and the
usage units 3b, 3c, 3d have the same configuration.
Therefore, only the configuration of the usage unit 3a will
be described. To refer to the configuration of the usage
units 3b, 3c, 3d, the subscripts "b," "c," and "d" are added
instead of "a" to the reference signs for indicating the
components of the usage unit 3a, and the components
of the usage units 3b, 3c, 3d will not be described.
[0024] The usage unit 3a primarily constitutes a portion
of the refrigerant circuit 10 and has a usage-side refrig-
erant circuit 13a (usage-side refrigerant circuits 13b, 13c,
13d in the usage units 3b, 3c, 3d, respectively). The us-
age-side refrigerant circuit 13a has primarily a usage-
side flow rate adjusting valve 51a and a usage-side heat
exchanger 52a.
[0025] The usage-side flow rate adjusting valve 51a is
an electric expansion valve, the opening degree of which
is adjustable, connected to a liquid side of the usage-side
heat exchanger 52a in order to perform adjustment and
the like of the flow rate of refrigerant flowing through the
usage-side heat exchanger 52a.
[0026] The usage-side heat exchanger 52a is a device
for exchanging heat between the refrigerant and indoor
air, and comprises a fin-and-tube heat exchanger con-
figured from a plurality of heat transfer tubes and fins, for
example. Here, the usage unit 3 a has an indoor fan 53a
for drawing indoor air into the unit and supplying the air
indoors as supply air after heat is exchanged, and is ca-
pable of causing heat to be exchanged between the in-
door air and the refrigerant flowing through the usage-
side heat exchanger 52a. The indoor fan 53a is driven
by an indoor fan motor 54a.
[0027] The usage unit 3a has a usage-side control unit
50a for controlling the operation of the components 51a,
54a constituting the usage unit 3a. The usage-side con-
troller 50a has a microcomputer and/or memory for con-

trolling the usage unit 3a, and is configured so as to be
capable of exchanging control signals and the like with
a remote control (not shown), and exchanging control
signals and the like with the heat source unit 2.

<Heat source unit>

[0028] The heat-source unit 2 is installed on the roof
or elsewhere in a building or the like, is connected to the
usage units 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d via the refrigerant communi-
cating pipes 7, 8, 9, and constitutes the refrigerant circuit
10 with the usage units 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d.
[0029] The configuration of the heat-source unit 2 will
next be described. The heat-source unit 2 primarily con-
stitutes a portion of the refrigerant circuit 10 and has a
heat-source-side refrigerant circuit 12. The heat-source-
side refrigerant circuit 12 has primarily a compressor 21,
a plurality of (two in this case) heat exchange switching
mechanisms 22, 23, heat-source-side heat exchangers
comprising two heat-source-side heat exchangers 24, 25
as main heat-source-side heat exchangers and a pre-
cooling heat exchanger 35, a refrigerant cooler 36, heat-
source-side flow rate adjusting valves 26, 27 as heat-
source-side flow rate adjusting mechanisms correspond-
ing to the two heat-source-side heat exchangers 24, 25,
a refrigerant-cooling-side flow rate adjusting valve 37 as
a refrigerant-cooling-side flow rate adjusting mechanism
corresponding to the precooling heat exchanger 35 and
the refrigerant cooler 36, a receiver 28, a bridge circuit
29, a high/low pressure switching mechanism 30, a liq-
uid-side shutoff valve 31, a high/low-pressure-vapor-side
shutoff valve 32, and a low-pressure-vapor-side shutoff
valve 33.
[0030] The compressor 21 is a device for compressing
the refrigerant, and comprises a scroll-type or other type
of positive-displacement compressor capable of varying
an operating capacity by inverter control of a compressor
motor 21a, for example.
[0031] A first heat exchange switching mechanism 22
comprises a four-way switching valve, for example, and
is a device capable of switching a flow path of refrigerant
in the heat-source-side refrigerant circuit 12 so that a
discharge side of the compressor 21 and a vapor side of
a first heat-source-side heat exchanger 24 are connected
(as indicated by solid lines in the first heat exchange
switching mechanism 22 in FIG. 1) when the first heat-
source-side heat exchanger 24 as a main heat-source-
side heat exchanger is caused to function as a refrigerant
radiator (referred to below as a "radiating operation
state"), and an intake side of the compressor 21 and the
vapor side of the first heat-source-side heat exchanger
24 are connected (as indicated by broken lines in the first
heat exchange switching mechanism 22 in FIG. 1) when
the first heat-source-side heat exchanger 24 is caused
to function as a refrigerant evaporator (referred to below
as an "evaporating operation state"). A second heat ex-
change switching mechanism 23 comprises a four-way
switching valve, for example, and is a device capable of
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switching the flow path of refrigerant in the heat-source-
side refrigerant circuit 12 so that the discharge side of
the compressor 21 and a vapor side of a second heat-
source-side heat exchanger 25 are connected (as indi-
cated by solid lines in the second heat exchange switch-
ing mechanism 23 in FIG. 1) when the second heat-
source-side heat exchanger 25 as a main heat-source-
side heat exchanger is caused to function as a refrigerant
radiator (referred to below as a "radiating operation
state"), and the intake side of the compressor 21 and the
vapor side of the second heat-source-side heat exchang-
er 25 are connected (as indicated by broken lines in the
second heat exchange switching mechanism 23 in FIG.
1) when the second heat-source-side heat exchanger 25
is caused to function as a refrigerant evaporator (referred
to below as an "evaporating operation state"). By chang-
ing the switching states of the first heat exchange switch-
ing mechanism 22 and the second heat exchange switch-
ing mechanism 23, the first heat-source-side heat ex-
changer 24 and the second heat-source-side heat ex-
changer 25 can each individually be switched between
functioning as a refrigerant evaporator or a refrigerant
radiator.
[0032] The first heat-source-side heat exchanger 24
as a main heat-source-side heat exchanger is a device
for exchanging heat between the refrigerant and outdoor
air, and comprises a fin-and-tube heat exchanger con-
figured from a plurality of heat transfer tubes and fins, for
example. The vapor side of the first heat-source-side
heat exchanger 24 is connected to the first heat exchange
switching mechanism 22, and the liquid side of the first
heat-source-side heat exchanger 24 is connected to a
first heat-source-side flow rate adjusting valve 26. Spe-
cifically, a first header 24a for merging and branching the
refrigerant from and into the plurality of heat transfer
tubes constituting the first heat-source-side heat ex-
changer 24 is provided to the vapor side of the first heat-
source-side heat exchanger 24, and the first header 24a
is connected to the first heat exchange switching mech-
anism 22. A first flow divider 24b for merging and branch-
ing the refrigerant from and into the plurality of heat trans-
fer tubes constituting the first heat-source-side heat ex-
changer 24 is provided to the liquid side of the first heat-
source-side heat exchanger 24, and the first flow divider
24b is connected to the first heat-source-side flow rate
adjusting valve 26. The second heat-source-side heat
exchanger 25 as a main heat-source-side heat exchang-
er is a device for exchanging heat between the refrigerant
and outdoor air, and comprises a fin-and-tube heat ex-
changer configured from a plurality of heat transfer tubes
and fins, for example. The vapor side of the second heat-
source-side heat exchanger 25 is connected to the sec-
ond heat exchange switching mechanism 23, and the
liquid side of the second heat-source-side heat exchang-
er 25 is connected to a second heat-source-side flow rate
adjusting valve 27. Specifically, a second header 25a for
merging and branching the refrigerant from and into the
plurality of heat transfer tubes constituting the second

heat-source-side heat exchanger 25 is provided to the
vapor side of the second heat-source-side heat exchang-
er 25, and the second header 25a is connected to the
second heat exchange switching mechanism 23. A sec-
ond flow divider 25b for merging and branching the re-
frigerant from and into the plurality of heat transfer tubes
constituting the second heat-source-side heat exchanger
25 is provided to the liquid side of the second heat-
source-side heat exchanger 25, and the second flow di-
vider 25b is connected to the second heat-source-side
flow rate adjusting valve 27.
[0033] The precooling heat exchanger 35 is a device
for exchanging heat between the refrigerant and outdoor
air, and comprises a fin-and-tube heat exchanger con-
figured from a plurality of heat transfer tubes and fins, for
example. The precooling heat exchanger 35 constitutes
a portion of the heat-source-side heat exchangers (i.e.,
the portion of the heat-source-side heat exchangers ex-
cluding the heat-source-side heat exchangers 24, 25 as
main heat-source-side heat exchangers), and is provided
to the heat-source-side refrigerant circuit 12 so that high-
pressure vapor refrigerant discharged from the compres-
sor 21 is always circulated. Specifically, the precooling
heat exchanger 35 differs from the heat-source-side heat
exchangers 24, 25 as main heat-source-side heat ex-
changers in not using a mechanism such as the heat
exchange switching mechanisms 22, 23 for enabling
switching between functioning as a refrigerant evapora-
tor or radiator, and the vapor side of the precooling heat
exchanger 35 is connected to the discharge side of the
compressor 21. Specifically, unlike the heat-source-side
heat exchangers 24, 25 as main heat-source-side heat
exchangers, the precooling heat exchanger 35 always
functions as a refrigerant radiator.
[0034] Here, the precooling heat exchanger 35 consti-
tutes a bottom part of the heat-source-side heat exchang-
ers comprising the two heat-source-side heat exchang-
ers 24, 25 as main heat-source-side heat exchangers
and the precooling heat exchanger 35. Specifically, the
precooling heat exchanger 35 is disposed on a bottom
side of the heat-source-side heat exchangers 24, 25 as
main heat-source-side heat exchangers. The first heat-
source-side heat exchanger 24 is disposed on a top side
of the second heat-source-side heat exchanger 25. Spe-
cifically, the first heat-source-side heat exchanger 24,
the second heat-source-side heat exchanger 25, and the
precooling heat exchanger 35 are configured as an inte-
grated heat-source-side heat exchanger. Here, a config-
uration is adopted in which the heat-source-side heat ex-
changers 24, 25, 35 have a structure in which a plurality
of refrigerant paths through which refrigerant flows in a
horizontal direction are arranged in a plurality of levels
in a vertical direction. A configuration is also adopted
whereby the heat transfer tube constituting a top refrig-
erant path in the heat-source-side heat exchangers 24,
25, 35 between the plurality of refrigerant paths is con-
nected to the first header 24a and the first flow divider
24b, and thereby functions as the first heat-source-side
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heat exchanger 24, the heat transfer tube constituting a
middle refrigerant path is connected to a second header
25a and a second flow divider 25b, and thereby functions
as the second heat-source-side heat exchanger 25, and
the heat transfer tube constituting the refrigerant path on
the lowermost level functions as the precooling heat ex-
changer 35.
[0035] The heat-source unit 2 has an outdoor fan 34
for drawing outdoor air into the unit and discharging the
air from the unit after heat is exchanged, and is capable
of causing heat to be exchanged between the outdoor
air and the refrigerant flowing through the heat-source-
side heat exchangers 24, 25, 35. The outdoor fan 34 is
driven by an outdoor fan motor 34a. An intake port 2a for
drawing in outdoor air is formed in a side surface of the
heat-source unit 2, a vent 2b for discharging outdoor air
is formed in a top surface of the heat-source unit 2, and
the outdoor fan 34 is disposed in a top part of the heat-
source unit 2.
[0036] The refrigerant cooler 36 is a device for cooling
an electrical equipment item 20a by heat exchange be-
tween the electrical equipment item 20a and refrigerant
radiated in the precooling heat exchanger 35, and is con-
nected to a liquid side of the precooling heat exchanger
35, i.e., a downstream side of the precooling heat ex-
changer 35. The refrigerant cooler 36 is configured by
bringing a metal member in which a refrigerant flow path
is formed into contact with the electrical equipment item
20a. Here, the electrical equipment item 20a is an electric
component for controlling the components constituting
the heat-source unit 2, and constitutes a heat-source-
side control part 20 described below. A power element
constituting an inverter for controlling the compressor
motor 21a and/or a reactor or other high-heat-generating
electric component are cited as examples of electrical
equipment items 20a which must be cooled by the refrig-
erant cooler 36. Such a high-heat-generating electric
component tends to generate a larger amount of heat as
the operating capacity of the compressor 21 becomes
larger. In FIG. 1, the electrical equipment item 20a is
illustrated as being separate from the heat-source-side
control part 20, but this is done for convenience in ex-
plaining the function of the refrigerant cooler 36.
[0037] The first heat-source-side flow rate adjusting
valve 26 as a heat-source-side flow rate adjusting mech-
anism is an electric expansion valve, the opening degree
of which is adjustable, connected to the liquid side of the
first heat-source-side heat exchanger 24 in order to per-
form adjustment and the like of the flow rate of refrigerant
flowing through the first heat-source-side heat exchanger
24. A second heat-source-side flow rate adjusting valve
27 as a heat-source-side flow rate adjusting mechanism
is an electric expansion valve, the opening degree of
which is adjustable, connected to the liquid side of the
second heat-source-side heat exchanger 25 in order to
perform adjustment and the like of the flow rate of refrig-
erant flowing through the second heat-source-side heat
exchanger 25. Specifically, the heat-source-side flow

rate adjusting valves 26, 27 for adjusting the flow rate of
refrigerant flowing through the heat-source-side heat ex-
changers 24, 25, which are the main heat-source-side
heat exchangers constituting the portion of the heat-
source-side heat exchangers 24, 25, 35 excluding the
precooling heat exchanger 35, are connected to the liquid
sides of the heat-source-side heat exchangers 24, 25,
respectively.
[0038] The refrigerant-cooling-side flow rate adjusting
valve 37 as a refrigerant-cooling-side flow rate adjusting
mechanism is an electric expansion valve, the opening
degree of which is adjustable, connected to a down-
stream side of the refrigerant cooler 36 in order to perform
adjustment and the like of the flow rate of refrigerant flow-
ing through the precooling heat exchanger 35 and the
refrigerant cooler 36. An outlet of the refrigerant-cooling-
side flow rate adjusting valve 37 is connected to a down-
stream side of the heat-source-side flow rate adjusting
valves 26, 27 when the heat-source-side heat exchang-
ers 24, 25 as main heat-source-side heat exchangers
are caused to function as refrigerant radiators, i.e., to the
downstream side of the first heat-source-side flow rate
adjusting valve 26 when the first heat-source-side heat
exchanger 24 is caused to function as a refrigerant radi-
ator, and to the downstream side of the second heat-
source-side flow rate adjusting valve 27 when the second
heat-source-side heat exchanger 25 is caused to function
as a refrigerant radiator. Here, the outlet of the refriger-
ant-cooling-side flow rate adjusting valve 37 is connected
so as to merge with an outlet pipe 28b of the receiver 28.
[0039] The receiver 28 is a container for temporarily
collecting the refrigerant flowing between the heat-
source-side heat exchangers 24, 25 and the usage-side
refrigerant circuits 13a, 13b, 13c, 13d. A receiver inlet
pipe 28a is provided to a top part of the receiver 28, and
the receiver outlet pipe 28b is provided to a bottom part
of the receiver 28. A receiver inlet opening/closing valve
28c, the opening and closing of which can be controlled,
is provided to the receiver inlet pipe 28a. The receiver
inlet pipe 28a and the receiver outlet pipe 28b of the re-
ceiver 28 are connected between the liquid-side shutoff
valve 31 and the heat-source-side heat exchangers 24,
25 via the bridge circuit 29.
[0040] The bridge circuit 29 is a circuit having a function
for causing refrigerant to flow into the receiver 28 through
the receiver inlet pipe 28a and causing refrigerant to flow
out from the receiver 28 through the receiver outlet pipe
28b when refrigerant flows toward the liquid-side shutoff
valve 31 from the heat-source-side heat exchangers 24,
25, as well as when refrigerant flows toward the heat-
source-side heat exchangers 24, 25 from the liquid-side
shutoff valve 31. The bridge circuit 29 has four check
valves 29a, 29b, 29c, 29d. An inlet check valve 29a is a
check valve for allowing refrigerant to circulate only from
the heat-source-side heat exchangers 24, 25 to the re-
ceiver inlet pipe 28a. An inlet check valve 29b is a check
valve for allowing refrigerant to circulate only from the
liquid-side shutoff valve 31 to the receiver inlet pipe 28a.
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Specifically, the inlet check valves 29a, 29b have a func-
tion for causing refrigerant to circulate from the heat-
source-side heat exchangers 24, 25 or the liquid-side
shutoff valve 31 to the receiver inlet pipe 28a. An outlet
check valve 29c is a check valve for allowing refrigerant
to circulate only from the receiver outlet pipe 28b to the
liquid-side shutoff valve 31. An outlet check valve 29d is
a check valve for allowing refrigerant to circulate only
from the receiver outlet pipe 28b to the heat-source-side
heat exchangers 24, 25. Specifically, the outlet check
valves 29c, 29d have a function for causing refrigerant
to circulate from the receiver outlet pipe 28b to the heat-
source-side heat exchangers 24, 25 or the liquid-side
shutoff valve 31.
[0041] The high/low pressure switching mechanism 30
comprises a four-way switching valve, for example, and
is a device capable of switching the flow path of refriger-
ant in the heat-source-side refrigerant circuit 12 so that
the high/low-pressure-vapor-side shutoff valve 32 and
the discharge side of the compressor 21 are connected
(as indicated by broken lines in the high/low pressure
switching mechanism 30 in FIG. 1) when high-pressure
vapor refrigerant discharged from the compressor 21 is
sent to the usage-side refrigerant circuits 13a, 13b, 13c,
13d (referred to below as a "mainly-radiation-load oper-
ation state"), and the high/low-pressure-vapor-side shut-
off valve 32 and the intake side of the compressor 21 are
connected (as indicated by solid lines in the high/low
pressure switching mechanism 30 in FIG. 1) when high-
pressure vapor refrigerant discharged from the compres-
sor 21 is not sent to the usage-side refrigerant circuits
13a, 13b, 13c, 13d (referred to below as a "mainly-evap-
oration-load operation state").
[0042] The liquid-side shutoff valve 31, the high/low-
pressure-vapor-side shutoff valve 32, and the low-pres-
sure-vapor-side shutoff valve 33 are valves provided to
a port for connection with an external device/duct (spe-
cifically, the refrigerant communicating pipes 7, 8, 9). The
liquid-side shutoff valve 31 is connected to the receiver
inlet pipe 28a or the receiver outlet pipe 28b via the bridge
circuit 29. The high/low-pressure-vapor-side shutoff
valve 32 is connected to the high/low pressure switching
mechanism 30. The low-pressure-vapor-side shutoff
valve 33 is connected to the intake side of the compressor
21.
[0043] The heat-source unit 2 has the heat-source-
side control part 20 for controlling the operation of the
components 21a, 22, 23, 26, 27, 28c, 30, 34a, 37 con-
stituting the heat-source unit 2. The heat-source-side
control part 20 has a microcomputer and/or memory, an
inverter, and the like provided to control the heat-source
unit 2, and is configured so as to be capable of exchang-
ing control signals and the like with the usage-side control
parts 50a, 50b, 50c, 50d of the usage units 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d.

<Connecting units>

[0044] The connecting units 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d are provided

together with the usage units 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d inside a build-
ing or the like. The connecting units 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d are
interposed between usage units 3, 4, 5 and the heat-
source unit 2 together with refrigerant communicating
pipes 7, 8, 9, and constitute a portion of the refrigerant
circuit 10.
[0045] The configuration of the connecting units 4a,
4b, 4c, 4d will next be described. The connecting unit 4a
and the connecting units 4b, 4c, 4d have the same con-
figuration. Therefore, only the configuration of the con-
necting unit 4a will be described. To refer to the config-
uration of the connecting units 4b, 4c, 4d, the subscripts
"b," "c," and "d" are added instead of "a" to the reference
signs for indicating the components of the connecting
unit 4a, and the components of the connecting units 4b,
4c, 4d will not be described.
[0046] The connecting unit 4a primarily constitutes a
portion of the refrigerant circuit 10 and has a connection-
side refrigerant circuit 14a (connection-side refrigerant
circuit 14b, 14c, 14d in the connecting units 4b, 4c, 4d,
respectively). The connection-side refrigerant circuit 14a
has primarily a liquid connecting pipe 61a and a vapor
connecting pipe 62a.
[0047] The liquid connecting pipe 61a connects the liq-
uid refrigerant communicating pipe 7 and the usage-side
flow rate adjusting valve 51a of the usage-side refrigerant
circuit 13a.
[0048] The vapor connecting pipe 62a has a high-pres-
sure vapor connecting pipe 63a connected to the
high/low-pressure vapor refrigerant communicating pipe
8, a low-pressure vapor connecting pipe 64a connected
to the low-pressure vapor refrigerant communicating
pipe 9, and a merging vapor connecting pipe 65a for
merging the high-pressure vapor connecting pipe 63a
and the low-pressure vapor connecting pipe 64a. The
merging vapor connecting pipe 65a is connected to the
vapor side of the usage-side heat exchanger 52a of the
usage-side refrigerant circuit 13a. A high-pressure vapor
opening/closing valve 66a, the opening and closing of
which can be controlled, is provided to the high-pressure
vapor connecting pipe 63a, and a low-pressure vapor
opening/closing valve 67a, the opening and closing of
which can be controlled, is provided to the low-pressure
vapor connecting pipe 64a.
[0049] During air-cooling operation by the usage unit
3a, the connecting unit 4a can function so that the low-
pressure vapor opening/closing valve 67a is placed in an
open state, refrigerant flowing into the liquid connecting
pipe 61a through the liquid refrigerant communicating
pipe 7 is sent to the usage-side heat exchanger 52a
through the usage-side flow rate adjusting valve 51a of
the usage-side refrigerant circuit 13a, and refrigerant
evaporated by heat exchange with indoor air in the us-
age-side heat exchanger 52a is returned to the low-pres-
sure vapor refrigerant communicating pipe 9 through the
merging vapor connecting pipe 65a and the low-pressure
vapor connecting pipe 64a. During air-heating operation
by the usage unit 3a, the connecting unit 4a can function
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so that the low-pressure vapor opening/closing valve 67a
is closed and the high-pressure vapor opening/closing
valve 66a is placed in an open state, refrigerant flowing
into the high-pressure vapor connecting pipe 63a and
the merging vapor connecting pipe 65a through the
high/low-pressure vapor refrigerant communicating pipe
8 is sent to the usage-side heat exchanger 52a of the
usage-side refrigerant circuit 13a, and refrigerant radiat-
ed by heat exchange with indoor air in the usage-side
heat exchanger 52a is returned to the liquid refrigerant
communicating pipe 7 through the usage-side flow rate
adjusting valve 51a and the liquid connecting pipe 61a.
This function is performed not only by the connecting unit
4a, but also by the connecting units 4b, 4c, 4d in the same
manner, and the usage-side heat exchangers 52a, 52b,
52c, 52d can therefore each individually be switched be-
tween functioning as refrigerant evaporators or refriger-
ant radiators by the connecting units 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d.
[0050] The connecting unit 4a has a connection-side
control part 60a for controlling the operation of the com-
ponents 66a, 67a constituting the connecting unit 4a. The
connection-side control part 60a has a microcomputer
and/or memory provided to control the connecting unit
4a, and is configured so as to be capable of exchanging
control signals and the like with the usage-side control
unit 50a of the usage unit 3a.
[0051] The usage-side refrigerant circuits 13a, 13b,
13c, 13d, the heat-source-side refrigerant circuit 12, the
refrigerant communication pipes 7, 8, 9, and the connec-
tion-side refrigerant circuits 14a, 14b, 14c, 14d are con-
nected as described above to configure the refrigerant
circuit 10 of the simultaneous-cooling/heating-operation-
type air conditioning apparatus 1. The simultaneous-
cooling/heating-operation-type air conditioning appara-
tus 1 is also configured so as to be capable of simulta-
neous cooling/heating operation in which the usage units
3c, 3d perform air-heating operation while the usage units
3a, 3b perform air-cooling operation, for example. At this
time, refrigerant is sent from the usage-side heat ex-
changers 52a, 52b functioning as refrigerant radiators to
the usage-side heat exchangers 52c, 52d functioning as
refrigerant evaporators, whereby heat is recovered be-
tween the usage units 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d. Specifically, the
simultaneous-cooling/heating-operation-type air condi-
tioning apparatus 1 includes a compressor 21, heat-
source-side heat exchangers 24, 25, 35, and a plurality
of (four in this case) usage-side heat exchangers 52a,
52b, 52c, 52d which can each individually be switched
between functioning as refrigerant evaporators or refrig-
erant radiators, and is configured as a heat-recovery-
type refrigerating apparatus in which refrigerant is sent
from a usage-side heat exchanger functioning as a re-
frigerant radiator to a usage-side heat exchanger func-
tioning as a refrigerant evaporator, whereby heat can be
recovered between the usage-side heat exchangers. A
configuration is also adopted herein whereby a portion
of the heat-source-side heat exchangers 24, 25, 35 is
configured as the precooling heat exchanger 35 for al-

ways circulating high-pressure vapor refrigerant dis-
charged from the compressor 21, and the refrigerant
cooler 36 for cooling the electrical equipment item 20a
is connected to a downstream side of the precooling heat
exchanger 35, as described above.

(2) Operation of the heat-recovery-type refrigerating ap-
paratus (simultaneous-cooling/heating-operation-type 
air conditioning apparatus)

[0052] The operation of the simultaneous-cool-
ing/heating-operation-type air conditioning apparatus 1
will next be described.
[0053] Operation modes of the simultaneous-cool-
ing/heating-operation-type air conditioning apparatus 1
can be divided into an air-cooling operation mode (large
evaporation load), an air-cooling operation mode (small
evaporation load), an air-heating operation mode (large
radiation load), an air-heating operation mode (small ra-
diation load), a simultaneous cooling/heating operation
mode (mainly evaporation load), a simultaneous cool-
ing/heating operation mode (mainly radiation load), a si-
multaneous cooling/heating operation mode (when the
evaporation/radiation loads are balanced and refrigerant
is circulated to the heat-source-side heat exchangers 24,
25), and a simultaneous cooling/heating operation mode
(when the evaporation/radiation loads are balanced and
refrigerant is not circulated to the heat-source-side heat
exchangers 24, 25). Here, the air-cooling operation mode
(large evaporation load) is an operation mode in which
only usage units performing air-cooling operation (i.e.,
operation in which a usage-side heat exchanger func-
tions as a refrigerant evaporator) are present, and both
of the heat-source-side heat exchangers 24, 25 as main
heat-source-side heat exchangers are caused to function
as refrigerant radiators for the overall evaporation load
of the usage units. The air-cooling operation mode (small
evaporation load) is an operation mode in which only
usage units performing air-cooling operation (i.e., oper-
ation in which a usage-side heat exchanger functions as
a refrigerant evaporator) are present, and only the first
heat-source-side heat exchanger 24 as a main heat-
source-side heat exchanger is caused to function as a
refrigerant radiator for the overall evaporation load of the
usage units. The air-heating operation mode (large radi-
ation load) is an operation mode in which only usage
units performing air-heating operation (i.e., operation in
which a usage-side heat exchanger functions as a refrig-
erant radiator) are present, and both of the heat-source-
side heat exchangers 24, 25 as main heat-source-side
heat exchangers are caused to function as refrigerant
evaporators for the overall radiation load of the usage
units. The air-heating operation mode (small radiation
load) is an operation mode in which only usage units
performing air-heating operation (i.e., operation in which
a usage-side heat exchanger functions as a refrigerant
radiator) are present, and only the first heat-source-side
heat exchanger 24 as a main heat-source-side heat ex-
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changer is caused to function as a refrigerant evaporator
for the overall radiation load of the usage units. The si-
multaneous cooling/heating operation mode (mainly
evaporation load) is an operation mode in which only the
first heat-source-side heat exchanger 24 as a main heat-
source-side heat exchanger is caused to function as a
refrigerant radiator for the overall evaporation load of the
usage units when there is a mixture of usage units per-
forming air-cooling operation (i.e., operation in which a
usage-side heat exchanger functions as a refrigerant
evaporator) and usage units performing air-heating op-
eration (i.e., operation in which a usage-side heat ex-
changer functions as a refrigerant radiator), and the over-
all heat load of the usage units is mainly an evaporation
load. The simultaneous cooling/heating operation mode
(mainly radiation load) is an operation mode in which only
the first heat-source-side heat exchanger 24 as a main
heat-source-side heat exchanger is caused to function
as a refrigerant evaporator for the overall radiation load
of the usage units when there is a mixture of usage units
performing air-cooling operation (i.e., operation in which
a usage-side heat exchanger functions as a refrigerant
evaporator) and usage units performing air-heating op-
eration (i.e., operation in which a usage-side heat ex-
changer functions as a refrigerant radiator), and the over-
all heat load of the usage units is mainly a radiation load.
The simultaneous cooling/heating operation mode (when
the evaporation/radiation loads are balanced and refrig-
erant is circulated to the heat-source-side heat exchang-
ers 24, 25) is an operation mode in which the first heat-
source-side heat exchanger 24 as a main heat-source-
side heat exchanger is caused to function as a refrigerant
radiator and the second heat-source-side heat exchang-
er 25 as a main heat-source-side heat exchanger is
caused to function as a refrigerant evaporator when there
is a mixture of usage units performing air-cooling oper-
ation (i.e., operation in which a usage-side heat exchang-
er functions as a refrigerant evaporator) and usage units
performing air-heating operation (i.e., operation in which
a usage-side heat exchanger functions as a refrigerant
radiator), and the overall evaporation load and radiation
load of the usage units are balanced. The simultaneous
cooling/heating operation mode (when the evapora-
tion/radiation loads are balanced and refrigerant is not
circulated to the heat-source-side heat exchangers 24,
25) is an operation mode in which refrigerant is not cir-
culated to both the first heat-source-side heat exchanger
24 and the second heat-source-side heat exchanger 25
as main heat-source-side heat exchangers when there
is a mixture of usage units performing air-cooling oper-
ation (i.e., operation in which a usage-side heat exchang-
er functions as a refrigerant evaporator) and usage units
performing air-heating operation (i.e., operation in which
a usage-side heat exchanger functions as a refrigerant
radiator), and the overall evaporation load and radiation
load of the usage units are balanced.
[0054] The operation of the simultaneous-cool-
ing/heating-operation-type air conditioning apparatus 1

including these operation modes is performed by the con-
trol parts 20, 50a, 50b, 50c, 50d, 60a, 60b, 60c, 60d de-
scribed above.

<Air-cooling operation mode (large evaporation load)>

[0055] In the air-cooling operation mode (large evap-
oration load), e.g., when all of the usage units 3a, 3b, 3c,
3d are performing air-cooling operation (i.e., operation in
which all of the usage-side heat exchangers 52a, 52b,
52c, 52d function as refrigerant evaporators) and both of
the heat-source-side heat exchangers 24, 25 as main
heat-source-side heat exchangers function as refrigerant
radiators, the refrigerant circuit 10 of the air conditioning
apparatus 1 is configured as illustrated in FIG. 4 (the flow
of refrigerant being illustrated by arrows drawn in the re-
frigerant circuit 10 in FIG. 4).
[0056] Specifically, in the heat-source unit 2, the first
heat exchange switching mechanism 22 is switched to a
radiating operation state (indicated by solid lines in the
first heat exchange switching mechanism 22 in FIG. 4)
and the second heat exchange switching mechanism 23
is switched to a radiating operation state (indicated by
solid lines in the second heat exchange switching mech-
anism 23 in FIG. 4), whereby both of the heat-source-
side heat exchangers 24, 25 are caused to function as
refrigerant radiators. The high/low pressure switching
mechanism 30 is also switched to a mainly-evaporation-
load operation state (indicated by solid lines in the
high/low pressure switching mechanism 30 in FIG. 4).
The opening degrees of the heat-source-side flow rate
adjusting valves 26, 27 are also adjusted, and the receiv-
er inlet opening/closing valve 28c is open. Furthermore,
the opening degree of the refrigerant-cooling-side flow
rate adjusting valve 37 is adjusted, and high-pressure
vapor refrigerant discharged from the compressor 21
flows to the precooling heat exchanger 35. In the con-
necting units 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d, the high-pressure vapor
opening/closing valves 66a, 66b, 66c, 66d and the low-
pressure vapor opening/closing valves 67a, 67b, 67c,
67d are placed in the open state, whereby all of the us-
age-side heat exchangers 52a, 52b, 52c, 52d of the us-
age units 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d are caused to function as refrig-
erant evaporators, and all of the usage-side heat ex-
changers 52a, 52b, 52c, 52d of the usage units 3a, 3b,
3c, 3d and the intake side of the compressor 21 of the
heat-source unit 2 are connected via the high/low-pres-
sure vapor refrigerant communicating pipe 8 and the low-
pressure vapor refrigerant communicating pipe 9. In the
usage units 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, the opening degrees of the
usage-side flow rate adjusting valves 51a, 51b, 51c, 51d
are adjusted.
[0057] In the refrigerant circuit 10 thus configured,
high-pressure vapor refrigerant compressed and dis-
charged by the compressor 21 is sent to both of the heat-
source-side heat exchangers 24, 25 as main heat-
source-side heat exchangers through the heat exchange
switching mechanisms 22, 23. The high-pressure vapor
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refrigerant compressed and discharged by the compres-
sor 21 is also sent to the precooling heat exchanger 35.
The high-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the heat-
source-side heat exchangers 24, 25 is then radiated in
the heat-source-side heat exchangers 24, 25 by heat ex-
change with outdoor air supplied as a heat source by the
outdoor fan 34. After the refrigerant is radiated in the
heat-source-side heat exchangers 24, 25, and the flow
rate is adjusted in the heat-source-side flow rate adjust-
ing valves 26, 27, the refrigerant is merged and sent to
the receiver 28 through the inlet check valve 29a and the
receiver inlet opening/closing valve 28c. The high-pres-
sure vapor refrigerant sent to the precooling heat ex-
changer 35 is also radiated in the precooling heat ex-
changer 35 by heat exchange with outdoor air supplied
as a heat source by the outdoor fan 34. The refrigerant
radiated in the precooling heat exchanger 35 is then sent
to the refrigerant cooler 36, and cools the electrical equip-
ment item 20a. After the refrigerant passed through the
refrigerant cooler 36, and the flow rate is adjusted in the
refrigerant-cooling-side flow rate adjusting valve 37, the
refrigerant is sent to the receiver outlet pipe 28b. The
refrigerant sent to the receiver 28 from the heat-source-
side heat exchangers 24, 25 is temporarily collected in
the receiver 28, then merged in the receiver outlet pipe
28b with the refrigerant passed through the refrigerant
cooler 36, and the refrigerant is sent to the liquid refrig-
erant communicating pipe 7 through the outlet check
valve 29c and the liquid-side shutoff valve 31.
[0058] The refrigerant sent to the liquid refrigerant
communicating pipe 7 is branched into four streams and
sent to the liquid connecting pipes 61a, 61b, 61c, 61d of
the connecting units 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d. The refrigerant sent
to the liquid connecting pipes 61a, 61b, 61c, 61d is then
sent to the usage-side flow rate adjusting valves 51a,
51b, 51c, 51d of the usage units 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d.
[0059] After the refrigerant is sent to the usage-side
flow rate adjusting valves 51a, 51b, 51c, 51d, and the
flow rate is adjusted in the usage-side flow rate adjusting
valves 51a, 51b, 51c, 51d, the refrigerant is evaporated
in the usage-side heat exchangers 52a, 52b, 52c, 52d
by heat exchange with indoor air supplied by the indoor
fans 53a, 53b, 53c, 53d, and becomes low-pressure va-
por refrigerant. Meanwhile, the indoor air is cooled and
supplied indoors, and air-cooling operation by the usage
units 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d is performed. The low-pressure vapor
refrigerant is then sent to the merging vapor connecting
pipes 65a, 65b, 65c, 65d of the connecting units 4a, 4b,
4c, 4d.
[0060] The low-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the
merging vapor connecting pipes 65a, 65b, 65c, 65d is
then sent to the high/low-pressure vapor refrigerant com-
municating pipe 8 through the high-pressure vapor open-
ing/closing valves 66a, 66b, 66c, 66d and the high-pres-
sure vapor connecting pipes 63a, 63b, 63c, 63d and
merged, and also sent to the low-pressure vapor refrig-
erant communicating pipe 9 through the low-pressure
vapor opening/closing valves 67a, 67b, 67c, 67d and the

low-pressure vapor connecting pipes 64a, 64b, 64c, 64d
and merged.
[0061] The low-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the
vapor refrigerant communicating pipes 8, 9 is then re-
turned to the intake side of the compressor 21 through
the vapor-side shutoff valves 32, 33 and the high/low
pressure switching mechanism 30.
[0062] Operation in the air-cooling operation mode
(large evaporation load) is performed in the manner de-
scribed above. In the air-cooling operation mode (large
evaporation load), it is possible for refrigerant to always
be circulated to the refrigerant cooler 36 through the pre-
cooling heat exchanger 35, as described above. It is
thereby possible to maintain the flow rate of refrigerant
flowing through the refrigerant cooler 36 and cool the
electrical equipment item 20a in the air-cooling operation
mode (large evaporation load).

<Air-cooling operation mode (small evaporation load)>

[0063] In the air-cooling operation mode (small evap-
oration load), e.g., when only the usage unit 3a is per-
forming air-cooling operation (i.e., operation in which only
the usage-side heat exchanger 52a functions as a refrig-
erant evaporator) and only the first heat-source-side heat
exchanger 24 as a main heat-source-side heat exchang-
er functions as a refrigerant radiator, the refrigerant circuit
10 of the air conditioning apparatus 1 is configured as
illustrated in FIG. 5 (the flow of refrigerant being illustrated
by arrows drawn in the refrigerant circuit 10 in FIG. 5).
[0064] Specifically, in the heat-source unit 2, the first
heat exchange switching mechanism 22 is switched to
the radiating operation state (indicated by solid lines in
the first heat exchange switching mechanism 22 in FIG.
5), whereby only the first heat-source-side heat exchang-
er 24 is caused to function as a refrigerant radiator. The
high/low pressure switching mechanism 30 is also
switched to a mainly-evaporation-load operation state
(indicated by solid lines in the high/low pressure switch-
ing mechanism 30 in FIG. 5). The opening degree of the
first heat-source-side flow rate adjusting valve 26 is also
adjusted, the second heat-source-side flow rate adjust-
ing valve 27 is closed, and the receiver inlet opening/clos-
ing valve 28c is open. Furthermore, the opening degree
of the refrigerant-cooling-side flow rate adjusting valve
37 is adjusted, and high-pressure vapor refrigerant dis-
charged from the compressor 21 flows to the precooling
heat exchanger 35. In the connecting units 4a, 4b, 4c,
4d, the high-pressure vapor opening/closing valve 66a
and the low-pressure vapor opening/closing valve 67a
are placed in the open state and the high-pressure vapor
opening/closing valves 66b, 66c, 66d and the low-pres-
sure vapor opening/closing valves 67b, 67c, 67d are
placed in the closed state, whereby only the usage-side
heat exchanger 52a of the usage unit 3a is caused to
function as a refrigerant evaporator, and the usage-side
heat exchanger 52a of the usage unit 3a and the intake
side of the compressor 21 of the heat-source unit 2 are
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connected via the high/low-pressure vapor refrigerant
communicating pipe 8 and the low-pressure vapor refrig-
erant communicating pipe 9. The opening degree of the
usage-side flow rate adjusting valve 51a in the usage
unit 3a is adjusted, and the usage-side flow rate adjusting
valves 51b, 51c, 51d in the usage units 3b, 3c, 3d are
closed.
[0065] In the refrigerant circuit 10 thus configured,
high-pressure vapor refrigerant compressed and dis-
charged by the compressor 21 is sent to the first heat-
source-side heat exchanger 24 as a main heat-source-
side heat exchanger through the first heat exchange
switching mechanism 22. The high-pressure vapor re-
frigerant compressed and discharged by the compressor
21 is also sent to the precooling heat exchanger 35. The
high-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the first heat-
source-side heat exchanger 24 is then radiated in the
first heat-source-side heat exchanger 24 by heat ex-
change with outdoor air supplied as a heat source by the
outdoor fan 34. After the refrigerant is radiated in the first
heat-source-side heat exchanger 24, and the flow rate
is adjusted in the first heat-source-side flow rate adjusting
valve 26, the refrigerant is sent to the receiver 28 through
the inlet check valve 29a and the receiver inlet open-
ing/closing valve 28c. The high-pressure vapor refriger-
ant sent to the precooling heat exchanger 35 is also ra-
diated in the precooling heat exchanger 35 by heat ex-
change with outdoor air supplied as a heat source by the
outdoor fan 34. The refrigerant radiated in the precooling
heat exchanger 35 is then sent to the refrigerant cooler
36, and cools the electrical equipment item 20a. After the
refrigerant passed through the refrigerant cooler 36, and
the flow rate is adjusted in the refrigerant-cooling-side
flow rate adjusting valve 37, the refrigerant is sent to the
receiver outlet pipe 28b. After the refrigerant passed
through the refrigerant cooler 36, and the flow rate is
adjusted in the refrigerant-cooling-side flow rate adjust-
ing valve 37, the refrigerant is sent to the receiver outlet
pipe 28b. The refrigerant sent to the receiver 28 from the
first heat-source-side heat exchanger 24 is temporarily
collected in the receiver 28, then merged in the receiver
outlet pipe 28b with the refrigerant passed through the
refrigerant cooler 36, and the refrigerant is sent to the
liquid refrigerant communicating pipe 7 through the outlet
check valve 29c and the liquid-side shutoff valve 31.
[0066] The refrigerant sent to the liquid refrigerant
communicating pipe 7 is sent only to the liquid connecting
pipe 61a of the connecting unit 4a. The refrigerant sent
to the liquid connecting pipe 61a of the connecting unit
4a is then sent to the usage-side flow rate adjusting valve
51a of the usage unit 3 a.
[0067] After the refrigerant is sent to the usage-side
flow rate adjusting valve 51a, and the flow rate is adjusted
in the usage-side flow rate adjusting valve 51a, the re-
frigerant is evaporated in the usage-side heat exchanger
52a by heat exchange with indoor air supplied by the
indoor fan 53a, and becomes low-pressure vapor refrig-
erant. Meanwhile, the indoor air is cooled and supplied

indoors, and air-cooling operation by only the usage unit
3a is performed. The low-pressure vapor refrigerant is
then sent to the merging vapor connecting pipe 65a of
the connecting unit 4a.
[0068] The low-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the
merging vapor connecting pipe 65a is then sent to the
high/low-pressure vapor refrigerant communicating pipe
8 through the high-pressure vapor opening/closing valve
66a and the high-pressure vapor connecting pipe 63a,
and also sent to the low-pressure vapor refrigerant com-
municating pipe 9 through the low-pressure vapor open-
ing/closing valve 67a and the low-pressure vapor con-
necting pipe 64a.
[0069] The low-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the
vapor refrigerant communicating pipes 8, 9 is then re-
turned to the intake side of the compressor 21 through
the vapor-side shutoff valves 32, 33 and the high/low
pressure switching mechanism 30.
[0070] Operation in the air-cooling operation mode
(small evaporation load) is performed in the manner de-
scribed above. In the air-cooling operation mode (small
evaporation load), it is possible for refrigerant to always
be circulated to the refrigerant cooler 36 through the pre-
cooling heat exchanger 35, as described above. It is
thereby possible to maintain the flow rate of refrigerant
flowing through the refrigerant cooler 36 and cool the
electrical equipment item 20a in the air-cooling operation
mode (small evaporation load).

<Air-heating operation mode (large radiation load)>

[0071] In the air-heating operation mode (large radia-
tion load), e.g., when all of the usage units 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d
are performing air-heating operation (i.e., operation in
which all of the usage-side heat exchangers 52a, 52b,
52c, 52d function as refrigerant radiators) and both of the
heat-source-side heat exchangers 24, 25 as main heat-
source-side heat exchangers function as refrigerant
evaporators, the refrigerant circuit 10 of the air condition-
ing apparatus 1 is configured as illustrated in FIG. 6 (the
flow of refrigerant being illustrated by arrows drawn in
the refrigerant circuit 10 in FIG. 6).
[0072] Specifically, in the heat-source unit 2, the first
heat exchange switching mechanism 22 is switched to
an evaporating operation state (indicated by broken lines
in the first heat exchange switching mechanism 22 in
FIG. 6) and the second heat exchange switching mech-
anism 23 is switched to an evaporating operation state
(indicated by broken lines in the second heat exchange
switching mechanism 23 in FIG. 6), whereby both of the
heat-source-side heat exchangers 24, 25 are caused to
function as refrigerant evaporators. The high/low pres-
sure switching mechanism 30 is also switched to a main-
ly-radiation-load operation state (indicated by broken
lines in the high/low pressure switching mechanism 30
in FIG. 6). The opening degrees of the heat-source-side
flow rate adjusting valves 26, 27 are also adjusted, and
the receiver inlet opening/closing valve 28c is open. Fur-
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thermore, the opening degree of the refrigerant-cooling-
side flow rate adjusting valve 37 is adjusted, and high-
pressure vapor refrigerant discharged from the compres-
sor 21 flows to the precooling heat exchanger 35. In the
connecting units 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d, the high-pressure vapor
opening/closing valves 66a, 66b, 66c, 66d are placed in
the open state and the low-pressure vapor opening/clos-
ing valves 67a, 67b, 67c, 67d are placed in the closed
state, whereby all of the usage-side heat exchangers
52a, 52b, 52c, 52d of the usage units 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d are
caused to function as refrigerant radiators, and all of the
usage-side heat exchangers 52a, 52b, 52c, 52d of the
usage units 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d and the discharge side of the
compressor 21 of the heat-source unit 2 are connected
via the high/low-pressure vapor refrigerant communicat-
ing pipe 8. In the usage units 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, the opening
degrees of the usage-side flow rate adjusting valves 51a,
51b, 51c, 51d are adjusted.
[0073] In the refrigerant circuit 10 thus configured,
high-pressure vapor refrigerant compressed and dis-
charged by the compressor 21 is sent to the high/low-
pressure vapor refrigerant communicating pipe 8 through
the high/low pressure switching mechanism 30 and the
high/low-pressure-vapor-side shutoff valve 32. The high-
pressure vapor refrigerant compressed and discharged
by the compressor 21 is also sent to the precooling heat
exchanger 35. The high-pressure vapor refrigerant sent
to the precooling heat exchanger 35 is then radiated in
the precooling heat exchanger 35 by heat exchange with
outdoor air supplied as a heat source by the outdoor fan
34. The refrigerant radiated in the precooling heat ex-
changer 35 is then sent to the refrigerant cooler 36, and
cools the electrical equipment item 20a. After the refrig-
erant passed through the refrigerant cooler 36, and the
flow rate is adjusted in the refrigerant-cooling-side flow
rate adjusting valve 37, the refrigerant is sent to the re-
ceiver outlet pipe 28b.
[0074] The refrigerant sent to the high/low-pressure
vapor refrigerant communicating pipe 8 is branched into
four streams and sent to the high-pressure vapor con-
necting pipes 63a, 63b, 63c, 63d of the connecting units
4a, 4b, 4c, 4d. The high-pressure vapor refrigerant sent
to the high-pressure vapor connecting pipes 63a, 63b,
63c, 63d is then sent to the usage-side heat exchangers
52a, 52b, 52c, 52d of the usage units 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d
through the high-pressure vapor opening/closing valves
66a, 66b, 66c, 66d and the merging vapor connecting
pipes 65a, 65b, 65c, 65d.
[0075] The high-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the
usage-side heat exchangers 52a, 52b, 52c, 52d is then
radiated in the usage-side heat exchangers 52a, 52b,
52c, 52d by heat exchange with indoor air supplied by
the indoor fans 53a, 53b, 53c, 53d. Meanwhile, the indoor
air is heated and supplied indoors, and air-heating oper-
ation by the usage units 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d is performed. After
the refrigerant is radiated in the usage-side heat ex-
changers 52a, 52b, 52c, 52d, and the flow rate is adjusted
in the usage-side flow rate adjusting valves 51a, 51b,

51c, 51d, the refrigerant is sent to the liquid connecting
pipes 61a, 61b, 61c, 61d of the connecting units 4a, 4b,
4c, 4d.
[0076] The refrigerant sent to the liquid connecting
pipes 61a, 61b, 61c, 61d is then sent to the liquid refrig-
erant communicating pipe 7 and merged.
[0077] The refrigerant sent to the liquid refrigerant
communicating pipe 7 is then sent to the receiver 28
through the liquid-side shutoff valve 31, the inlet check
valve 29b, and the receiver inlet opening/closing valve
28c. The refrigerant sent to the receiver 28 is temporarily
collected in the receiver 28, then merged in the receiver
outlet pipe 28b with the refrigerant passed through the
refrigerant cooler 36, and the refrigerant is sent to both
of the heat-source-side flow rate adjusting valves 26, 27
through the outlet check valve 29d. After the refrigerant
is sent to the heat-source-side flow rate adjusting valves
26, 27, and the flow rate is adjusted in the heat-source-
side flow rate adjusting valves 26, 27, the refrigerant is
evaporated in the heat-source-side heat exchangers 24,
25 by heat exchange with outdoor air supplied by the
outdoor fan 34, and becomes low-pressure vapor refrig-
erant, and is sent to the heat exchange switching mech-
anisms 22, 23. The low-pressure vapor refrigerant sent
to the heat exchange switching mechanisms 22, 23 is
merged and returned to the intake side of the compressor
21.
[0078] Operation in the air-heating operation mode
(large radiation load) is performed in the manner de-
scribed above. In the air-heating operation mode (large
radiation load), it is possible for refrigerant to always be
circulated to the refrigerant cooler 36 through the pre-
cooling heat exchanger 35, as described above. It is
thereby possible to maintain the flow rate of refrigerant
flowing through the refrigerant cooler 36 and cool the
electrical equipment item 20a in the air-heating operation
mode (large radiation load).

<Air-heating operation mode (small radiation load)>

[0079] In the air-heating operation mode (small radia-
tion load), e.g., when only the usage unit 3a is performing
air-heating operation (i.e., operation in which only the
usage-side heat exchanger 52a functions as a refrigerant
radiator) and only the first heat-source-side heat ex-
changer 24 as a main heat-source-side heat exchanger
functions as a refrigerant evaporator, the refrigerant cir-
cuit 10 of the air conditioning apparatus 1 is configured
as illustrated in FIG. 7 (the flow of refrigerant being illus-
trated by arrows drawn in the refrigerant circuit 10 in FIG.
7).
[0080] Specifically, in the heat-source unit 2, the first
heat exchange switching mechanism 22 is switched to
the evaporating operation state (indicated by broken lines
in the first heat exchange switching mechanism 22 in
FIG. 7), whereby only the first heat-source-side heat ex-
changer 24 is caused to function as a refrigerant evap-
orator. The high/low pressure switching mechanism 30
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is also switched to a mainly-radiation-load operation state
(indicated by broken lines in the high/low pressure
switching mechanism 30 in FIG. 7). The opening degree
of the first heat-source-side flow rate adjusting valve 26
is also adjusted, the second heat-source-side flow rate
adjusting valve 27 is closed, and the receiver inlet open-
ing/closing valve 28c is open. Furthermore, the opening
degree of the refrigerant-cooling-side flow rate adjusting
valve 37 is adjusted, and high-pressure vapor refrigerant
discharged from the compressor 21 flows to the precool-
ing heat exchanger 35. In the connecting units 4a, 4b,
4c, 4d, the high-pressure vapor opening/closing valve
66a is placed in the open state and the high-pressure
vapor opening/closing valves 66b, 66c, 66d and the low-
pressure vapor opening/closing valves 67a, 67b, 67c,
67d are placed in the closed state, whereby only the us-
age-side heat exchanger 52a of the usage unit 3a is
caused to function as a refrigerant radiator, and the us-
age-side heat exchanger 52a of the usage unit 3a and
the discharge side of the compressor 21 of the heat-
source unit 2 are connected via the high/low-pressure
vapor refrigerant communicating pipe 8. The opening de-
gree of the usage-side flow rate adjusting valve 51a in
the usage unit 3a is adjusted, and the usage-side flow
rate adjusting valves 51b, 51c, 51d in the usage units 3b,
3c, 3d are closed.
[0081] In the refrigerant circuit 10 thus configured,
high-pressure vapor refrigerant compressed and dis-
charged by the compressor 21 is sent to the high/low-
pressure vapor refrigerant communicating pipe 8 through
the high/low pressure switching mechanism 30 and the
high/low-pressure-vapor-side shutoff valve 32. The high-
pressure vapor refrigerant compressed and discharged
by the compressor 21 is also sent to the precooling heat
exchanger 35. The high-pressure vapor refrigerant sent
to the precooling heat exchanger 35 is then radiated in
the precooling heat exchanger 35 by heat exchange with
outdoor air supplied as a heat source by the outdoor fan
34. The refrigerant radiated in the precooling heat ex-
changer 35 is then sent to the refrigerant cooler 36, and
cools the electrical equipment item 20a. After the refrig-
erant passed through the refrigerant cooler 36, and the
flow rate is adjusted in the refrigerant-cooling-side flow
rate adjusting valve 37, the refrigerant is sent to the re-
ceiver outlet pipe 28b.
[0082] The high-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the
high/low-pressure vapor refrigerant communicating pipe
8 is sent only to the high-pressure vapor connecting pipe
63a of the connecting unit 4a. The high-pressure vapor
refrigerant sent to the high-pressure vapor connecting
pipe 63a is then sent to the usage-side heat exchanger
52a of the usage unit 3a through the high-pressure vapor
opening/closing valve 66a and the merging vapor con-
necting pipe 65a.
[0083] The high-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the
usage-side heat exchanger 52a is then radiated in the
usage-side heat exchanger 52a by heat exchange with
indoor air supplied by the indoor fan 53a. Meanwhile, the

indoor air is heated and supplied indoors, and air-heating
operation by only the usage unit 3a is performed. After
the refrigerant is radiated in the usage-side heat ex-
changer 52a, and the flow rate is adjusted in the usage-
side flow rate adjusting valve 51a, the refrigerant is sent
to the liquid connecting pipe 61a of the connecting unit 4a.
[0084] The refrigerant sent to the liquid connecting pipe
61a is then sent to the liquid refrigerant communicating
pipe 7.
[0085] The refrigerant sent to the liquid refrigerant
communicating pipe 7 is then sent to the receiver 28
through the liquid-side shutoff valve 31, the inlet check
valve 29b, and the receiver inlet opening/closing valve
28c. The refrigerant sent to the receiver 28 is temporarily
collected in the receiver 28, then merged in the receiver
outlet pipe 28b with the refrigerant passed through the
refrigerant cooler 36, and the refrigerant is sent to only
the first heat-source-side flow rate adjusting valve 26
through the outlet check valve 29d. After the refrigerant
is sent to the first heat-source-side flow rate adjusting
valve 26, the flow rate is adjusted in the first heat-source-
side flow rate adjusting valve 26, the refrigerant is evap-
orated in the first heat-source-side heat exchanger 24 by
heat exchange with outdoor air supplied by the outdoor
fan 34, and becomes low-pressure vapor refrigerant, and
is sent to the first heat exchange switching mechanism
22. The low-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the first
heat exchange switching mechanism 22 is then returned
to the intake side of the compressor 21.
[0086] Operation in the air-heating operation mode
(small radiation load) is performed in the manner de-
scribed above. In the air-heating operation mode (small
radiation load), it is possible for refrigerant to always be
circulated to the refrigerant cooler 36 through the pre-
cooling heat exchanger 35, as described above. It is
thereby possible to maintain the flow rate of refrigerant
flowing through the refrigerant cooler 36 and cool the
electrical equipment item 20a in the air-heating operation
mode (small radiation load).

<Simultaneous cooling/heating operation mode (mainly 
evaporation load)>

[0087] In the simultaneous cooling/heating operation
mode (mainly evaporation load), e.g., when the usage
units 3a, 3b, 3c are performing air-cooling operation and
the usage unit 3d is performing air-heating operation (i.e.,
operation in which the usage-side heat exchangers 52a,
52b, 52c function as refrigerant evaporators and the us-
age-side heat exchanger 52d functions as a refrigerant
radiator) and only the first heat-source-side heat ex-
changer 24 as a main heat-source-side heat exchanger
functions as a refrigerant radiator, the refrigerant circuit
10 of the air conditioning apparatus 1 is configured as
illustrated in FIG. 8 (the flow of refrigerant being illustrated
by arrows drawn in the refrigerant circuit 10 in FIG. 8).
[0088] Specifically, in the heat-source unit 2, the first
heat exchange switching mechanism 22 is switched to
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the radiating operation state (indicated by solid lines in
the first heat exchange switching mechanism 22 in FIG.
8), whereby only the first heat-source-side heat exchang-
er 24 is caused to function as a refrigerant radiator. The
high/low pressure switching mechanism 30 is also
switched to a mainly-radiation-load operation state (indi-
cated by broken lines in the high/low pressure switching
mechanism 30 in FIG. 8). The opening degree of the first
heat-source-side flow rate adjusting valve 26 is also ad-
justed, the second heat-source-side flow rate adjusting
valve 27 is closed, and the receiver inlet opening/closing
valve 28c is open. Furthermore, the opening degree of
the refrigerant-cooling-side flow rate adjusting valve 37
is adjusted, and high-pressure vapor refrigerant dis-
charged from the compressor 21 flows to the precooling
heat exchanger 35. In the connecting units 4a, 4b, 4c,
4d, the high-pressure vapor opening/closing valve 66d
and the low-pressure vapor opening/closing valves 67a,
67b, 67c are placed in the open state and the high-pres-
sure vapor opening/closing valves 66a, 66b, 66c and the
low-pressure vapor opening/closing valve 67d are placed
in the closed state, whereby the usage-side heat ex-
changers 52a, 52b, 52c of the usage units 3a, 3b, 3c are
caused to function as refrigerant evaporators, the usage-
side heat exchanger 52d of the usage unit 3d is caused
to function as a refrigerant radiator, the usage-side heat
exchangers 52a, 52b, 52c of the usage units 3a, 3b, 3c
and the intake side of the compressor 21 of the heat-
source unit 2 are connected via the low-pressure vapor
refrigerant communicating pipe 9, and the usage-side
heat exchanger 52d of the usage unit 3d and the dis-
charge side of the compressor 21 of the heat-source unit
2 are connected via the high/low-pressure vapor refrig-
erant communicating pipe 8. In the usage units 3a, 3b,
3c, 3d, the opening degrees of the usage-side flow rate
adjusting valves 51a, 51b, 51c, 51d are adjusted.
[0089] In the refrigerant circuit 10 thus configured, a
portion of the high-pressure vapor refrigerant com-
pressed and discharged by the compressor 21 is sent to
the high/low-pressure vapor refrigerant communicating
pipe 8 through the high/low pressure switching mecha-
nism 30 and the high/low-pressure-vapor-side shutoff
valve 32, and the remainder thereof is sent to the first
heat-source-side heat exchanger 24 through the first
heat exchange switching mechanism 22. The high-pres-
sure vapor refrigerant compressed and discharged by
the compressor 21 is also sent to the precooling heat
exchanger 35.
[0090] The high-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the
high/low-pressure vapor refrigerant communicating pipe
8 is sent to the high-pressure vapor connecting pipe 63d
of the connecting unit 4d. The high-pressure vapor re-
frigerant sent to the high-pressure vapor connecting pipe
63d is sent to the usage-side heat exchanger 52d of the
usage unit 3d through the high-pressure vapor open-
ing/closing valve 66d and the merging vapor connecting
pipe 65d.
[0091] The high-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the

usage-side heat exchanger 52d is then radiated in the
usage-side heat exchanger 52d by heat exchange with
indoor air supplied by the indoor fan 53d. Meanwhile, the
indoor air is heated and supplied indoors, and air-heating
operation by the usage unit 3d is performed. After the
refrigerant is radiated in the usage-side heat exchanger
52d, and the flow rate is adjusted in the usage-side flow
rate adjusting valve 51d, the refrigerant is sent to the
liquid connecting pipe 61d of the connecting unit 4d.
[0092] The high-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the
first heat-source-side heat exchanger 24 is also radiated
in the first heat-source-side heat exchanger 24 by heat
exchange with outdoor air supplied as a heat source by
the outdoor fan 34. After the refrigerant is radiated in the
first heat-source-side heat exchanger 24, and the flow
rate is adjusted in the first heat-source-side flow rate ad-
justing valve 26, the refrigerant is sent to the receiver 28
through the inlet check valve 29a and the receiver inlet
opening/closing valve 28c. The high-pressure vapor re-
frigerant sent to the precooling heat exchanger 35 is also
radiated in the precooling heat exchanger 35 by heat
exchange with outdoor air supplied as a heat source by
the outdoor fan 34. The refrigerant radiated in the pre-
cooling heat exchanger 35 is then sent to the refrigerant
cooler 36, and cools the electrical equipment item 20a.
After the refrigerant passed through the refrigerant cooler
36, and the flow rate is adjusted in the refrigerant-cooling-
side flow rate adjusting valve 37, the refrigerant is sent
to the receiver outlet pipe 28b. The refrigerant sent to the
receiver 28 from the first heat-source-side heat exchang-
er 24 is temporarily collected in the receiver 28, then
merged in the receiver outlet pipe 28b with the refrigerant
passed through the refrigerant cooler 36, and the refrig-
erant is sent to the liquid refrigerant communicating pipe
7 through the outlet check valve 29c and the liquid-side
shutoff valve 31.
[0093] The refrigerant radiated in the usage-side heat
exchanger 52d and sent to the liquid connecting pipe 61d
is then sent to the liquid refrigerant communicating pipe
7, radiated in the first heat-source-side heat exchanger
24, and merged with the refrigerant sent to the liquid re-
frigerant communicating pipe 7.
[0094] The refrigerant merged in the liquid refrigerant
communicating pipe 7 is then branched into three
streams and sent to the liquid connecting pipes 61a, 61b,
61c of the connecting units 4a, 4b, 4c. The refrigerant
sent to the liquid connecting pipes 61a, 61b, 61c is then
sent to the usage-side flow rate adjusting valves 51a,
51b, 51c of the usage units 3a, 3b, 3c.
[0095] After the refrigerant is sent to the usage-side
flow rate adjusting valves 51a, 51b, 51c, and the flow
rate is adjusted in the usage-side flow rate adjusting
valves 51a, 51b, 51c, the refrigerant is evaporated in the
usage-side heat exchangers 52a, 52b, 52c by heat ex-
change with indoor air supplied by the indoor fans 53a,
53b, 53c, and becomes low-pressure vapor refrigerant.
Meanwhile, the indoor air is cooled and supplied indoors,
and air-cooling operation by the usage units 3a, 3b, 3c
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is performed. The low-pressure vapor refrigerant is then
sent to the merging vapor connecting pipes 65a, 65b,
65c of the connecting units 4a, 4b, 4c.
[0096] The low-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the
merging vapor connecting pipes 65a, 65b, 65c is then
sent to the low-pressure vapor refrigerant communicat-
ing pipe 9 through the low-pressure vapor opening/clos-
ing valves 67a, 67b, 67c and the low-pressure vapor con-
necting pipes 64a, 64b, 64c and merged.
[0097] The low-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the
low-pressure vapor refrigerant communicating pipe 9 is
then returned to the intake side of the compressor 21
through the vapor-side shutoff valve 33.
[0098] Operation in the simultaneous cooling/heating
operation mode (mainly evaporation load) is performed
in the manner described above. In the simultaneous cool-
ing/heating operation mode (mainly evaporation load),
refrigerant is sent from the usage-side heat exchanger
52d functioning as a refrigerant radiator to the usage-
side heat exchangers 52a, 52b, 52c functioning as re-
frigerant evaporators, as described above, whereby heat
is recovered between the usage-side heat exchangers
52a, 52b, 52c, 52d. In the simultaneous cooling/heating
operation mode (mainly evaporation load), it is possible
for refrigerant to always be circulated to the refrigerant
cooler 36 through the precooling heat exchanger 35, as
described above. It is thereby possible to maintain the
flow rate of refrigerant flowing through the refrigerant
cooler 36 and cool the electrical equipment item 20a in
the simultaneous cooling/heating operation mode (main-
ly evaporation load).

<Simultaneous cooling/heating operation mode (mainly 
radiation load)>

[0099] In the simultaneous cooling/heating operation
mode (mainly radiation load), e.g., when the usage units
3a, 3b, 3c are performing air-heating operation and the
usage unit 3d is performing air-cooling operation (i.e.,
operation in which the usage-side heat exchangers 52a,
52b, 52c function as refrigerant radiators and the usage-
side heat exchanger 52d functions as a refrigerant evap-
orator) and only the first heat-source-side heat exchang-
er 24 as a main heat-source-side heat exchanger func-
tions as a refrigerant evaporator, the refrigerant circuit
10 of the air conditioning apparatus 1 is configured as
illustrated in FIG. 9 (the flow of refrigerant being illustrated
by arrows drawn in the refrigerant circuit 10 in FIG. 9).
[0100] Specifically, in the heat-source unit 2, the first
heat exchange switching mechanism 22 is switched to
the evaporating operation state (indicated by broken lines
in the first heat exchange switching mechanism 22 in
FIG. 9), whereby only the first heat-source-side heat ex-
changer 24 is caused to function as a refrigerant evap-
orator. The high/low pressure switching mechanism 30
is also switched to a mainly-radiation-load operation state
(indicated by broken lines in the high/low pressure
switching mechanism 30 in FIG. 9). The opening degree

of the first heat-source-side flow rate adjusting valve 26
is also adjusted, the second heat-source-side flow rate
adjusting valve 27 is closed, and the receiver inlet open-
ing/closing valve 28c is open. Furthermore, the opening
degree of the refrigerant-cooling-side flow rate adjusting
valve 37 is adjusted, and high-pressure vapor refrigerant
discharged from the compressor 21 flows to the precool-
ing heat exchanger 35. In the connecting units 4a, 4b,
4c, 4d, the high-pressure vapor opening/closing valves
66a, 66b, 66c and the low-pressure vapor opening/clos-
ing valve 67d are placed in the open state and the high-
pressure vapor opening/closing valve 66d and the low-
pressure vapor opening/closing valve 67a, 67b, 67c are
placed in the closed state, whereby the usage-side heat
exchangers 52a, 52b, 52c of the usage units 3a, 3b, 3c
are caused to function as refrigerant radiators, the usage-
side heat exchanger 52d of the usage unit 3d is caused
to function as a refrigerant evaporator, the usage-side
heat exchanger 52d of the usage unit 3d and the intake
side of the compressor 21 of the heat-source unit 2 are
connected via the low-pressure vapor refrigerant com-
municating pipe 9, and the usage-side heat exchangers
52a, 52b, 52c of the usage units 3a, 3b, 3c and the dis-
charge side of the compressor 21 of the heat-source unit
2 are connected via the high/low-pressure vapor refrig-
erant communicating pipe 8. In the usage units 3a, 3b,
3c, 3d, the opening degrees of the usage-side flow rate
adjusting valves 51a, 51b, 51c, 51d are adjusted.
[0101] In the refrigerant circuit 10 thus configured,
high-pressure vapor refrigerant compressed and dis-
charged by the compressor 21 is sent to the high/low-
pressure vapor refrigerant communicating pipe 8 through
the high/low pressure switching mechanism 30 and the
high/low-pressure-vapor-side shutoff valve 32. The high-
pressure vapor refrigerant compressed and discharged
by the compressor 21 is also sent to the precooling heat
exchanger 35. The high-pressure vapor refrigerant sent
to the precooling heat exchanger 35 is then radiated in
the precooling heat exchanger 35 by heat exchange with
outdoor air supplied as a heat source by the outdoor fan
34. The refrigerant radiated in the precooling heat ex-
changer 35 is then sent to the refrigerant cooler 36, and
cools the electrical equipment item 20a. After the refrig-
erant passed through the refrigerant cooler 36, and the
flow rate is adjusted in the refrigerant-cooling-side flow
rate adjusting valve 37, the refrigerant is sent to the re-
ceiver outlet pipe 28b.
[0102] The high-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the
high/low-pressure vapor refrigerant communicating pipe
8 is then branched into three streams and sent to the
high-pressure vapor connecting pipes 63a, 63b, 63c of
the connecting units 4a, 4b, 4c. The high-pressure vapor
refrigerant sent to the high-pressure vapor connecting
pipes 63a, 63b, 63c is sent to the usage-side heat ex-
changers 52a, 52b, 52c of the usage units 3a, 3b, 3c
through the high-pressure vapor opening/closing valves
66a, 66b, 66c and the merging vapor connecting pipes
65a, 65b, 65c.
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[0103] The high-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the
usage-side heat exchangers 52a, 52b, 52c is then radi-
ated in the usage-side heat exchangers 52a, 52b, 52c
by heat exchange with indoor air supplied by the indoor
fans 53a, 53b, 53c. Meanwhile, the indoor air is heated
and supplied indoors, and air-heating operation by the
usage units 3a, 3b, 3c is performed. After the refrigerant
is radiated in the usage-side heat exchangers 52a, 52b,
52c, and the flow rate is adjusted in the usage-side flow
rate adjusting valves 51a, 51b, 51c, the refrigerant is sent
to the liquid connecting pipes 61a, 61b, 61c of the con-
necting units 4a, 4b, 4c.
[0104] The refrigerant sent to the liquid connecting
pipes 61a, 61b, 61c, 61d is then sent to the liquid refrig-
erant communicating pipe 7 and merged.
[0105] A portion of the refrigerant merged in the liquid
refrigerant communicating pipe 7 is sent to the liquid con-
necting pipe 61d of the connecting unit 4d, and the re-
mainder thereof is sent to the receiver 28 through the
liquid-side shutoff valve 31, the inlet check valve 29b,
and the receiver inlet opening/closing valve 28c.
[0106] The refrigerant sent to the liquid connecting pipe
61d of the connecting unit 4d is then sent to the usage-
side flow rate adjusting valve 51d of the usage unit 3d.
[0107] After the refrigerant is sent to the usage-side
flow rate adjusting valve 51d, and the flow rate is adjusted
in the usage-side flow rate adjusting valve 51d, the re-
frigerant is evaporated in the usage-side heat exchanger
52d by heat exchange with indoor air supplied by the
indoor fan 53d, and becomes low-pressure vapor refrig-
erant. Meanwhile, the indoor air is cooled and supplied
indoors, and air-cooling operation by the usage unit 3d
is performed. The low-pressure vapor refrigerant is then
sent to the merging vapor connecting pipe 65d of the
connecting unit 4d.
[0108] The low-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the
merging vapor connecting pipe 65d is then sent to the
low-pressure vapor refrigerant communicating pipe 9
through the low-pressure vapor opening/closing valve
67d and the low-pressure vapor connecting pipe 64d.
[0109] The low-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the
low-pressure vapor refrigerant communicating pipe 9 is
then returned to the intake side of the compressor 21
through the vapor-side shutoff valve 33.
[0110] The refrigerant sent to the receiver 28 is tem-
porarily collected in the receiver 28, then merged in the
receiver outlet pipe 28b with the refrigerant passed
through the refrigerant cooler 36, and the refrigerant is
sent to the first heat-source-side flow rate adjusting valve
26 through the outlet check valve 29d. After the refriger-
ant is sent to the first heat-source-side flow rate adjusting
valve 26, and the flow rate is adjusted in the first heat-
source-side flow rate adjusting valve 26, the refrigerant
is evaporated in the first heat-source-side heat exchang-
er 24 by heat exchange with outdoor air supplied by the
outdoor fan 34, and becomes low-pressure vapor refrig-
erant, and is sent to the first heat exchange switching
mechanism 22. The low-pressure vapor refrigerant sent

to the first heat exchange switching mechanism 22 is
then merged with the low-pressure vapor refrigerant re-
turned to the intake side of the compressor 21 through
the low-pressure vapor refrigerant communicating pipe
9 and the vapor-side shutoff valve 33, and is returned to
the intake side of the compressor 21.
[0111] Operation in the simultaneous cooling/heating
operation mode (mainly radiation load) is performed in
the manner described above. In the simultaneous cool-
ing/heating operation mode (mainly radiation load), re-
frigerant is sent from the usage-side heat exchangers
52a, 52b, 52c functioning as refrigerant radiators to the
usage-side heat exchanger 52d functioning as a refrig-
erant evaporator, as described above, whereby heat is
recovered between the usage-side heat exchangers 52a,
52b, 52c, 52d. In the simultaneous cooling/heating op-
eration mode (mainly radiation load), it is possible for
refrigerant to always be circulated to the refrigerant cool-
er 36 through the precooling heat exchanger 35, as de-
scribed above. It is thereby possible to maintain the flow
rate of refrigerant flowing through the refrigerant cooler
36 and cool the electrical equipment item 20a in the si-
multaneous cooling/heating operation mode (mainly ra-
diation load).

<Simultaneous cooling/heating operation mode (when 
the evaporation/radiation loads are balanced and refrig-
erant is circulated to the heat-source-side heat exchang-
ers)>

[0112] In the simultaneous cooling/heating operation
mode (when the evaporation/radiation loads are bal-
anced and refrigerant is circulated to the heat-source-
side heat exchangers), e.g., when the usage units 3a, 3b
are performing air-cooling operation and the usage units
3c, 3d are performing air-heating operation (i.e., opera-
tion in which the usage-side heat exchangers 52a, 52b
function as refrigerant evaporators and the usage-side
heat exchangers 52c, 52d function as refrigerant radia-
tors), the first heat-source-side heat exchanger 24 as a
main heat-source-side heat exchanger functions as a re-
frigerant radiator, and the second heat-source-side heat
exchanger 25 as a main heat-source-side heat exchang-
er functions as a refrigerant evaporator, the refrigerant
circuit 10 of the air conditioning apparatus 1 is configured
as illustrated in FIG. 10 (the flow of refrigerant being il-
lustrated by arrows drawn in the refrigerant circuit 10 in
FIG. 10).
[0113] Specifically, in the heat-source unit 2, the first
heat exchange switching mechanism 22 is switched to
the radiating operation state (indicated by solid lines in
the first heat exchange switching mechanism 22 in FIG.
10) and the second heat exchange switching mechanism
23 is switched to the evaporating operation state (indi-
cated by broken lines in the second heat exchange
switching mechanism 23 in FIG. 10), whereby the first
heat-source-side heat exchanger 24 is caused to function
as a refrigerant radiator and the second heat-source-side
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heat exchanger 25 is caused to function as a refrigerant
evaporator. The high/low pressure switching mechanism
30 is also switched to a mainly-radiation-load operation
state (indicated by broken lines in the high/low pressure
switching mechanism 30 in FIG. 10). The opening de-
grees of the heat-source-side flow rate adjusting valves
26, 27 are also adjusted. Furthermore, the opening de-
gree of the refrigerant-cooling-side flow rate adjusting
valve 37 is adjusted, and high-pressure vapor refrigerant
discharged from the compressor 21 flows to the precool-
ing heat exchanger 35. In the connecting units 4a, 4b,
4c, 4d, the high-pressure vapor opening/closing valves
66c, 66d and the low-pressure vapor opening/closing
valves 67a, 67b are placed in the open state, and the
high-pressure vapor opening/closing valves 66a, 66b
and the low-pressure vapor opening/closing valves 67c,
67d are placed in the closed state, whereby the usage-
side heat exchangers 52a, 52b of the usage units 3a, 3b
are caused to function as refrigerant evaporators, the
usage-side heat exchangers 52c, 52d of the usage units
3c, 3d are caused to function as refrigerant radiators, the
usage-side heat exchangers 52a, 52b of the usage units
3a, 3b and the intake side of the compressor 21 of the
heat-source unit 2 are connected via the low-pressure
vapor refrigerant communicating pipe 9, and the usage-
side heat exchangers 52c, 52d of the usage units 3c, 3d
and the discharge side of the compressor 21 of the heat-
source unit 2 are connected via the high/low-pressure
vapor refrigerant communicating pipe 8. In the usage
units 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, the opening degrees of the usage-
side flow rate adjusting valves 51a, 51b, 51c, 51d are
adjusted.
[0114] In the refrigerant circuit 10 thus configured, a
portion of the high-pressure vapor refrigerant com-
pressed and discharged by the compressor 21 is sent to
the high/low-pressure vapor refrigerant communicating
pipe 8 through the high/low pressure switching mecha-
nism 30 and the high/low-pressure-vapor-side shutoff
valve 32, and the remainder thereof is sent to the first
heat-source-side heat exchanger 24 through the first
heat exchange switching mechanism 22. The high-pres-
sure vapor refrigerant compressed and discharged by
the compressor 21 is also sent to the precooling heat
exchanger 35.
[0115] The high-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the
high/low-pressure vapor refrigerant communicating pipe
8 is then sent to the high-pressure vapor connecting pipes
63c, 63d of the connecting units 4c, 4d. The high-pres-
sure vapor refrigerant sent to the high-pressure vapor
connecting pipes 63c, 63d is sent to the usage-side heat
exchangers 52c, 52d of the usage units 3c, 3d through
the high-pressure vapor opening/closing valves 66c, 66d
and the merging vapor connecting pipes 65c, 65d.
[0116] The high-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the
usage-side heat exchangers 52c, 52d is then radiated in
the usage-side heat exchangers 52c, 52d by heat ex-
change with indoor air supplied by the indoor fans 53c,
53d. Meanwhile, the indoor air is heated and supplied

indoors, and air-heating operation by the usage units 3c,
3d is performed. After the refrigerant is radiated in the
usage-side heat exchangers 52c, 52d, and the flow rate
is adjusted in the usage-side flow rate adjusting valves
51c, 51d, the refrigerant is sent to the liquid connecting
pipes 61c, 61d of the connecting units 4c, 4d.
[0117] The refrigerant radiated in the usage-side heat
exchangers 52c, 52d and sent to the liquid connecting
pipes 61c, 61d is then sent to the liquid refrigerant com-
municating pipe 7 and merged.
[0118] The refrigerant merged in the liquid refrigerant
communicating pipe 7 is then branched into two streams
and sent to the liquid connecting pipes 61a, 61b of the
connecting units 4a, 4b. The refrigerant sent to the liquid
connecting pipes 61a, 61b is then sent to the usage-side
flow rate adjusting valves 51a, 51b of the usage units 3a,
3b.
[0119] After the refrigerant is sent to the usage-side
flow rate adjusting valves 51a, 51b, and the flow rate is
adjusted in the usage-side flow rate adjusting valves 51a,
51b, the refrigerant is evaporated in the usage-side heat
exchangers 52a, 52b by heat exchange with indoor air
supplied by the indoor fans 53a, 53b, and becomes low-
pressure vapor refrigerant. Meanwhile, the indoor air is
cooled and supplied indoors, and air-cooling operation
by the usage units 3a, 3b is performed. The low-pressure
vapor refrigerant is then sent to the merging vapor con-
necting pipes 65a, 65b of the connecting units 4a, 4b.
[0120] The low-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the
merging vapor connecting pipes 65a, 65b is then sent to
the low-pressure vapor refrigerant communicating pipe
9 through the low-pressure vapor opening/closing valves
67a, 67b and the low-pressure vapor connecting pipes
64a, 64b and merged.
[0121] The low-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the
low-pressure vapor refrigerant communicating pipe 9 is
then returned to the intake side of the compressor 21
through the vapor-side shutoff valve 33.
[0122] The high-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the
first heat-source-side heat exchanger 24 is also radiated
in the first heat-source-side heat exchanger 24 by heat
exchange with outdoor air supplied as a heat source by
the outdoor fan 34. The refrigerant radiated in the first
heat-source-side heat exchanger 24 then passes
through the first heat-source-side flow rate adjusting
valve 26, after which almost all thereof is sent to the sec-
ond heat-source-side flow rate adjusting valve 27. The
high-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the precooling
heat exchanger 35 is also radiated in the precooling heat
exchanger 35 by heat exchange with outdoor air supplied
as a heat source by the outdoor fan 34. The refrigerant
radiated in the precooling heat exchanger 35 is then sent
to the refrigerant cooler 36, and cools the electrical equip-
ment item 20a. After the refrigerant passed through the
refrigerant cooler 36, and the flow rate is adjusted in the
refrigerant-cooling-side flow rate adjusting valve 37, the
refrigerant is sent to the receiver outlet pipe 28b. The
refrigerant sent to the receiver outlet pipe 28b is sent to
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the second heat-source-side flow rate adjusting valve 27
through the outlet check valve 29d. Therefore, the refrig-
erant radiated in the first heat-source-side heat exchang-
er 24 is not sent to the liquid refrigerant communicating
pipe 7 through the receiver 28, the bridge circuit 29, and
the liquid-side shutoff valve 31. After the refrigerant is
sent to the second heat-source-side flow rate adjusting
valve 27, and the flow rate is adjusted in the second heat-
source-side flow rate adjusting valve 27, the refrigerant
is evaporated in the second heat-source-side heat ex-
changer 25 by heat exchange with outdoor air supplied
by the outdoor fan 34, and becomes low-pressure vapor
refrigerant, and is sent to the second heat exchange
switching mechanism 23. The low-pressure vapor refrig-
erant sent to the second heat exchange switching mech-
anism 23 is then merged with the low-pressure vapor
refrigerant returned to the intake side of the compressor
21 through the low-pressure vapor refrigerant communi-
cating pipe 9 and the vapor-side shutoff valve 33, and is
returned to the intake side of the compressor 21.
[0123] Operation in the simultaneous cooling/heating
operation mode (when the evaporation/radiation loads
are balanced and refrigerant is circulated to the heat-
source-side heat exchangers) is performed in the manner
described above. In the simultaneous cooling/heating
operation mode (when the evaporation/radiation loads
are balanced and refrigerant is circulated to the heat-
source-side heat exchangers), refrigerant is sent from
the usage-side heat exchangers 52c, 52d functioning as
refrigerant radiators to the usage-side heat exchangers
52a, 52b functioning as a refrigerant evaporator, as de-
scribed above, whereby heat is recovered between the
usage-side heat exchangers 52a, 52b, 52c, 52d. In the
simultaneous cooling/heating operation mode (when the
evaporation/radiation loads are balanced and refrigerant
is circulated to the heat-source-side heat exchangers),
the first heat-source-side heat exchanger 24 is caused
to function as a refrigerant radiator and the second heat-
source-side heat exchanger 25 is caused to function as
a refrigerant evaporator, as described above, whereby
an action is taken so that the evaporation load and the
radiation load of the two heat-source-side heat exchang-
ers 24, 25 cancel each other out. Furthermore, in the
simultaneous cooling/heating operation mode (when the
evaporation/radiation loads are balanced and refrigerant
is circulated to the heat-source-side heat exchangers) it
is possible for refrigerant to always be circulated to the
refrigerant cooler 36 through the precooling heat ex-
changer 35, as described above. It is thereby possible
to maintain the flow rate of refrigerant flowing through
the refrigerant cooler 36 and cool the electrical equipment
item 20a in the simultaneous cooling/heating operation
mode (when the evaporation/radiation loads are bal-
anced and refrigerant is circulated to the heat-source-
side heat exchangers).

<Simultaneous cooling/heating operation mode (when 
the evaporation/radiation loads are balanced and refrig-
erant is not circulated to the heat-source-side heat ex-
changers)>

[0124] In the simultaneous cooling/heating operation
mode (when the evaporation/radiation loads are bal-
anced and refrigerant is not circulated to the heat-source-
side heat exchangers), e.g., when the usage units 3a, 3b
are performing air-cooling operation and the usage units
3c, 3d are performing air-heating operation (i.e., opera-
tion in which the usage-side heat exchangers 52a, 52b
function as refrigerant evaporators and the usage-side
heat exchangers 52c, 52d function as refrigerant radia-
tors), when refrigerant is not circulated to both the first
heat-source-side heat exchanger 24 and the second
heat-source-side heat exchanger 25 as main heat-
source-side heat exchangers, the refrigerant circuit 10
of the air conditioning apparatus 1 is configured as illus-
trated in FIG. 11 (the flow of refrigerant being illustrated
by arrows drawn in the refrigerant circuit 10 in FIG. 11).
[0125] Specifically, in the heat-source unit 2, the heat-
source-side flow rate adjusting valves 26, 27 are placed
in the closed state, whereby refrigerant is not circulated
to both the first heat-source-side heat exchanger 24 and
the second heat-source-side heat exchanger 25. The
high/low pressure switching mechanism 30 is also
switched to a mainly-radiation-load operation state (indi-
cated by broken lines in the high/low pressure switching
mechanism 30 in FIG. 11). Furthermore, the opening de-
gree of the refrigerant-cooling-side flow rate adjusting
valve 37 is adjusted, and high-pressure vapor refrigerant
discharged from the compressor 21 flows to the precool-
ing heat exchanger 35. In the connecting units 4a, 4b,
4c, 4d, the high-pressure vapor opening/closing valves
66c, 66d and the low-pressure vapor opening/closing
valves 67a, 67b are placed in the open state, and the
high-pressure vapor opening/closing valves 66a, 66b
and the low-pressure vapor opening/closing valves 67c,
67d are placed in the closed state, whereby the usage-
side heat exchangers 52a, 52b of the usage units 3a, 3b
are caused to function as refrigerant evaporators, the
usage-side heat exchangers 52c, 52d of the usage units
3c, 3d are caused to function as refrigerant radiators, the
usage-side heat exchangers 52a, 52b of the usage units
3a, 3b and the intake side of the compressor 21 of the
heat-source unit 2 are connected via the low-pressure
vapor refrigerant communicating pipe 9, and the usage-
side heat exchangers 52c, 52d of the usage units 3c, 3d
and the discharge side of the compressor 21 of the heat-
source unit 2 are connected via the high/low-pressure
vapor refrigerant communicating pipe 8. In the usage
units 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, the opening degrees of the usage-
side flow rate adjusting valves 51a, 51b, 51c, 51d are
adjusted.
[0126] In the refrigerant circuit 10 thus configured, a
portion of the high-pressure vapor refrigerant com-
pressed and discharged by the compressor 21 is sent to
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the high/low-pressure vapor refrigerant communicating
pipe 8 through the high/low pressure switching mecha-
nism 30 and the high/low-pressure-vapor-side shutoff
valve 32, and the remainder thereof is sent only to the
precooling heat exchanger 35.
[0127] The high-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the
precooling heat exchanger 35 is then radiated in the pre-
cooling heat exchanger 35 by heat exchange with out-
door air supplied as a heat source by the outdoor fan 34.
The refrigerant radiated in the precooling heat exchanger
35 is then sent to the refrigerant cooler 36, and cools the
electrical equipment item 20a. After the refrigerant
passed through the refrigerant cooler 36, and the flow
rate is adjusted in the refrigerant-cooling-side flow rate
adjusting valve 37, the refrigerant is sent to the receiver
outlet pipe 28b. The refrigerant sent to the receiver outlet
pipe 28b is sent to the liquid refrigerant communicating
pipe 7 through the outlet check valve 29c and the liquid-
side shutoff valve 31. A state therefore occurs in which
no refrigerant is sent to the liquid refrigerant communi-
cating pipe 7 through the heat-source-side heat exchang-
ers 24, 25, and a small flow of refrigerant is sent through
the precooling heat exchanger 35 and the refrigerant
cooler 36.
[0128] The high-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the
high/low-pressure vapor refrigerant communicating pipe
8 is sent to the high-pressure vapor connecting pipes
63c, 63d of the connecting units 4c, 4d. The high-pres-
sure vapor refrigerant sent to the high-pressure vapor
connecting pipes 63c, 63d is sent to the usage-side heat
exchangers 52c, 52d of the usage units 3c, 3d through
the high-pressure vapor opening/closing valves 66c, 66d
and the merging vapor connecting pipes 65c, 65d.
[0129] The high-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the
usage-side heat exchangers 52c, 52d is then radiated in
the usage-side heat exchangers 52c, 52d by heat ex-
change with indoor air supplied by the indoor fans 53c,
53d. Meanwhile, the indoor air is heated and supplied
indoors, and air-heating operation by the usage units 3c,
3d is performed. After the refrigerant is radiated in the
usage-side heat exchangers 52c, 52d, and the flow rate
is adjusted in the usage-side flow rate adjusting valves
51c, 51d, the refrigerant is sent to the liquid connecting
pipes 61c, 61d of the connecting units 4c, 4d.
[0130] The refrigerant radiated in the usage-side heat
exchangers 52c, 52d and sent to the liquid connecting
pipes 61c, 61d is then sent to the liquid refrigerant com-
municating pipe 7 and merged.
[0131] The refrigerant merged in the liquid refrigerant
communicating pipe 7 is furthermore merged with the
small flow of refrigerant sent to the liquid refrigerant com-
municating pipe 7 through the precooling heat exchanger
35 and the refrigerant cooler 36, after which the refriger-
ant is branched into two streams and sent to the liquid
connecting pipes 61a, 61b of the connecting units 4a,
4b. The refrigerant sent to the liquid connecting pipes
61a, 61b is then sent to the usage-side flow rate adjusting
valves 51a, 51b of the usage units 3a, 3b.

[0132] After the refrigerant is sent to the usage-side
flow rate adjusting valves 51a, 51b, and the flow rate is
adjusted in the usage-side flow rate adjusting valves 51a,
51b, the refrigerant is evaporated in the usage-side heat
exchangers 52a, 52b by heat exchange with indoor air
supplied by the indoor fans 53a, 53b, and becomes low-
pressure vapor refrigerant. Meanwhile, the indoor air is
cooled and supplied indoors, and air-cooling operation
by the usage units 3a, 3b is performed. The low-pressure
vapor refrigerant is then sent to the merging vapor con-
necting pipes 65a, 65b of the connecting units 4a, 4b.
[0133] The low-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the
merging vapor connecting pipes 65a, 65b is then sent to
the low-pressure vapor refrigerant communicating pipe
9 through the low-pressure vapor opening/closing valves
67a, 67b and the low-pressure vapor connecting pipes
64a, 64b and merged.
[0134] The low-pressure vapor refrigerant sent to the
low-pressure vapor refrigerant communicating pipe 9 is
then returned to the intake side of the compressor 21
through the vapor-side shutoff valve 33.
[0135] Operation in the simultaneous cooling/heating
operation mode (when the evaporation/radiation loads
are balanced and refrigerant is not circulated to the heat-
source-side heat exchangers) is performed in the manner
described above. In the simultaneous cooling/heating
operation mode (when the evaporation/radiation loads
are balanced and refrigerant is not circulated to the heat-
source-side heat exchangers), refrigerant is sent from
the usage-side heat exchangers 52c, 52d functioning as
refrigerant radiators to the usage-side heat exchangers
52a, 52b functioning as a refrigerant evaporator, as de-
scribed above, whereby heat is recovered between the
usage-side heat exchangers 52a, 52b, 52c, 52d. In the
simultaneous cooling/heating operation mode (when the
evaporation/radiation loads are balanced and refrigerant
is not circulated to the heat-source-side heat exchang-
ers), as described above, an action is taken so that re-
frigerant is not circulated to both the first heat-source-
side heat exchanger 24 and the second heat-source-side
heat exchanger 25. Furthermore, in the simultaneous
cooling/heating operation mode (when the evapora-
tion/radiation loads are balanced and refrigerant is not
circulated to the heat-source-side heat exchangers) it is
possible for refrigerant to always be circulated to the re-
frigerant cooler 36 through the precooling heat exchang-
er 35, as described above. It is thereby possible to main-
tain the flow rate of refrigerant flowing through the refrig-
erant cooler 36 and cool the electrical equipment item
20a in the simultaneous cooling/heating operation mode
(when the evaporation/radiation loads are balanced and
refrigerant is not circulated to the heat-source-side heat
exchangers).

(3) Features of the heat-recovery-type refrigerating ap-
paratus

[0136] The simultaneous-cooling/heating-operation-
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type air conditioning apparatus 1 has such features as
those described below.

<A>

[0137] As described above, in providing the refrigerant
cooler 36 for cooling the electrical equipment item 20a,
a configuration is adopted in which a portion of the heat-
source-side heat exchangers 24, 25, 35 is configured as
a precooling heat exchanger 35 for always circulating
high-pressure vapor refrigerant discharged from the
compressor 21, and the refrigerant cooler 36 is connect-
ed to the downstream side of the precooling heat ex-
changer 35. It is therefore possible for refrigerant to al-
ways be circulated to the refrigerant cooler 36 through
the precooling heat exchanger 35. Specifically, it is pos-
sible for refrigerant to always be circulated to the refrig-
erant cooler 36 through the precooling heat exchanger
35 in any of the air-cooling operation mode (large evap-
oration load), the air-cooling operation mode (small evap-
oration load), the air-heating operation mode (large ra-
diation load), the air-heating operation mode (small ra-
diation load), the simultaneous cooling/heating operation
mode (mainly evaporation load), the simultaneous cool-
ing/heating operation mode (mainly radiation load), the
simultaneous cooling/heating operation mode (when the
evaporation/radiation loads are balanced and refrigerant
is circulated to the heat-source-side heat exchangers),
and the simultaneous cooling/heating operation mode
(when the evaporation/radiation loads are balanced and
refrigerant is not circulated to the heat-source-side heat
exchangers) described above.
[0138] It is thereby possible to maintain the flow rate
of refrigerant flowing through the refrigerant cooler 36
and cool the electrical equipment item 20a during heat
recovery between the usage-side heat exchangers such
as in the simultaneous cooling/heating operation mode
(mainly evaporation load), the simultaneous cool-
ing/heating operation mode (mainly radiation load), the
simultaneous cooling/heating operation mode (when the
evaporation/radiation loads are balanced and refrigerant
is circulated to the heat-source-side heat exchangers),
and the simultaneous cooling/heating operation mode
(when the evaporation/radiation loads are balanced and
refrigerant is not circulated to the heat-source-side heat
exchangers), i.e., even when the flow rate of refrigerant
flowing between the heat-source-side heat exchangers
24, 25 as main heat-source-side heat exchangers and
the usage-side heat exchangers 52a, 52b, 52c, 52d is
reduced. Particularly in the simultaneous cooling/heating
operation mode (when the evaporation/radiation loads
are balanced and refrigerant is circulated to the heat-
source-side heat exchangers) and the simultaneous
cooling/heating operation mode (when the evapora-
tion/radiation loads are balanced and refrigerant is not
circulated to the heat-source-side heat exchangers), a
state occurs in which almost no refrigerant flows between
the heat-source-side heat exchangers 24, 25 as main

heat-source-side heat exchangers and the usage-side
heat exchangers 52a, 52b, 52c, 52d, but even in this
case, it is possible to maintain the flow rate of refrigerant
flowing through the refrigerant cooler 36 and cool the
electrical equipment item 20a.

<B>

[0139] As described above, a configuration is adopted
in which the refrigerant-cooling-side flow rate adjusting
valve 37 as a refrigerant-cooling-side flow rate adjusting
mechanism is connected to the downstream side of the
refrigerant cooler 36. The flow rate of refrigerant flowing
through the precooling heat exchanger 35, and conse-
quently the flow rate of refrigerant flowing through the
refrigerant cooler 36, can thereby be appropriately ad-
justed.

<C>

[0140] As described above, a configuration is adopted
in which the outlet of the refrigerant-cooling-side flow rate
adjusting valve 37 as a refrigerant-cooling-side flow rate
adjusting mechanism for adjusting the flow rate of refrig-
erant flowing through the precooling heat exchanger 35
and the refrigerant cooler 36 is connected to the down-
stream side of the heat-source-side flow rate adjusting
valves 26, 27 as heat-source-side flow rate adjusting
mechanisms when the heat-source-side heat exchang-
ers 24, 25 as main heat-source-side heat exchangers
function as refrigerant radiators. The flow rate of refrig-
erant flowing through the heat-source-side heat ex-
changers 24, 25 can thereby be adjusted by the heat-
source-side flow rate adjusting valves 26, 27, and sepa-
rately from this adjustment, the flow rate of refrigerant
flowing through the precooling heat exchanger 35 and
the refrigerant cooler 36 can be adjusted by the refriger-
ant-cooling-side flow rate adjusting valve 37.
[0141] In particular, the main heat-source-side heat ex-
changers are divided into the first heat-source-side heat
exchanger 24 and the second heat-source-side heat ex-
changer 25, and the heat-source-side flow rate adjusting
valves 26, 27 are provided to the heat-source-side heat
exchangers 24, 25 in this configuration, as described
above. The flow rates of refrigerant flowing through the
heat-source-side heat exchangers 24, 25 can therefore
be individually adjusted, and the heat-source-side heat
exchangers 24, 25 can each individually be switched be-
tween functioning as a refrigerant evaporator or a refrig-
erant radiator. A configuration is also adopted in which
the outlet of the refrigerant-cooling-side flow rate adjust-
ing valve 37 for adjusting the flow rate of refrigerant flow-
ing through the precooling heat exchanger 35 and the
refrigerant cooler 36 is connected to the downstream side
of the heat-source-side flow rate adjusting valves 26, 27
when the two heat-source-side heat exchangers 24, 25
function as refrigerant radiators, as described above. The
flow rates of refrigerant flowing through the two heat-
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source-side heat exchangers 24, 25 can thereby be in-
dividually adjusted by the heat-source-side flow rate ad-
justing valves 26, 27, and separately from this adjust-
ment, the flow rate of refrigerant flowing through the pre-
cooling heat exchanger 35 and the refrigerant cooler 36
can be adjusted by the refrigerant-cooling-side flow rate
adjusting valve 37.

<D>

[0142] A configuration is adopted in which the precool-
ing heat exchanger 35 constitutes a bottom part of the
heat-source-side heat exchangers 24, 25, 35, as de-
scribed above. For example, in a case in which the heat-
source-side heat exchangers have a structure in which
a plurality of refrigerant paths through which refrigerant
flows in a horizontal direction are arranged in a plurality
of levels in a vertical direction, the precooling heat ex-
changer 35 constitutes the refrigerant path on the lower-
most level among the plurality of refrigerant paths.
Through this configuration, high-pressure vapor refriger-
ant discharged from the compressor 21 is always circu-
lated to the bottom part of the heat-source-side heat ex-
changers 24, 25, 35, and freezing of the bottom part of
the heat-source-side heat exchangers 24, 25, 35 can be
suppressed.

(4) Modification

[0143] The configuration of a simultaneous-cool-
ing/heating-operation-type air conditioning apparatus 1
is described in the above embodiment as an example of
a heat-recovery-type refrigerating apparatus to which the
present invention is applied, but the present invention is
not limited to this configuration. Specifically, the present
invention can be applied to any configuration including a
compressor, a heat-source-side heat exchanger, and a
plurality of usage-side heat exchangers, in which refrig-
erant is sent from a usage-side heat exchanger function-
ing as a refrigerant radiator to a usage-side heat ex-
changer functioning as a refrigerant evaporator, whereby
heat can be recovered between the usage-side heat ex-
changers.
[0144] In the above embodiment, a structure is adopt-
ed in which the main heat-source-side heat exchangers
which are the portion of the heat-source-side heat ex-
changers excluding the precooling heat exchanger 35
are divided into two heat-source-side heat exchangers
24, 25. However, a divided structure need not be adopt-
ed. When a divided structure is not adopted, only a single
heat-source-side flow rate adjusting valve is needed as
a heat-source-side flow rate adjusting mechanism.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0145] The present invention is broadly applicable to
a heat-recovery-type refrigerating apparatus including a
compressor, a heat-source-side heat exchanger, and a

plurality of usage-side heat exchangers, in which refrig-
erant is sent from the usage-side heat exchanger func-
tioning as a refrigerant radiator to the usage-side heat
exchanger functioning as a refrigerant evaporator,
whereby heat can be recovered between the usage-side
heat exchangers.

REFERENCE SIGNS LIST

[0146]

1 simultaneous-cooling/heating-operation-type air
conditioning apparatus (heat-recovery-type refriger-
ating apparatus)
21 compressor
24 first heat-source-side heat exchanger (main heat-
source-side heat exchanger)
25 second heat-source-side heat exchanger (main
heat-source-side heat exchanger)
26 first heat-source-side flow rate adjusting valve
(heat-source-side flow rate adjusting mechanism)
27 second heat-source-side flow rate adjusting valve
(heat-source-side flow rate adjusting mechanism)
35 precooling heat exchanger
36 refrigerant cooler
37 refrigerant-cooling-side flow rate adjusting valve
(refrigerant-cooling-side flow rate adjusting mecha-
nism)
52a, 52b, 52c, 52d usage-side heat exchangers

CITATION LIST

PATENT LITERATURE

[0147] [Patent Literature 1]
Japanese Laid-open Patent Application No. 2010-25374

Claims

1. A heat-recovery-type refrigerating apparatus (1) in-
cluding a compressor (21), a heat-source-side heat
exchanger (24, 25, 35), and a plurality of usage-side
heat exchangers (52a, 52b, 52c, 52d) which can
each individually be switched between functioning
as refrigerant evaporators or refrigerant radiators,
refrigerant being sent from said usage-side heat ex-
changer functioning as a refrigerant radiator to said
usage-side heat exchanger functioning as a refrig-
erant evaporator, whereby heat can be recovered
between said usage-side heat exchangers by simul-
taneously performing cooling/heating operation;)
a portion (35) of said heat-source-side heat exchang-
er is a precooling heat exchanger for always circu-
lating high-pressure vapor refrigerant discharged
from said compressor;
a refrigerant cooler (36) for cooling an electrical
equipment item is connected to a downstream side
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of said precooling heat exchanger, and character-
ized by a refrigerant-cooling-side flow rate adjusting
mechanism (37) for adjusting a flow rate of refriger-
ant flowing through said precooling heat exchanger
(35) is connected to a downstream side of said re-
frigerant cooler (36).

2. The heat-recovery-type refrigerating apparatus (1)
according to claim 1, wherein
a heat-source-side flow rate adjusting mechanism
(26, 27) for adjusting the flow rate of refrigerant flow-
ing through a main heat-source-side heat exchanger
(24, 25) which is a portion of said heat-source-side
heat exchanger excluding said precooling heat ex-
changer (35) are connected to a liquid side of said
main heat-source-side heat exchanger; and
an outlet of said refrigerant-cooling-side flow rate ad-
justing mechanism (37) is connected to a down-
stream side of said heat-source-side flow rate ad-
justing mechanism when said main heat-source-side
heat exchanger is caused to function as a refrigerant
radiator.

3. The heat-recovery-type refrigerating apparatus (1)
according to claim 2, wherein
said main heat-source-side heat exchanger has a
first heat-source-side heat exchanger (24) and a sec-
ond heat-source-side heat exchanger (25);
said heat-source-side flow rate adjusting mecha-
nism has a first heat-source-side flow rate adjusting
mechanism (26) for adjusting the flow rate of refrig-
erant flowing through said first heat-source-side heat
exchanger, and a second heat-source-side flow rate
adjusting mechanism (27) for adjusting the flow rate
of refrigerant flowing through said second heat-
source-side heat exchanger; and
the outlet of said refrigerant-cooling-side flow rate
adjusting mechanism (37) is connected to a down-
stream side of said first heat-source-side flow rate
adjusting mechanism when said first heat-source-
side heat exchanger is caused to function as a re-
frigerant radiator, and to a downstream side of said
second heat-source-side flow rate adjusting mech-
anism when said second heat-source-side heat ex-
changer is caused to function as a refrigerant radi-
ator.

4. The heat-recovery-type refrigerating apparatus (1)
according to any of claims 1 through 3, wherein
said precooling heat exchanger (35) constitutes a
bottom part of said heat-source-side heat exchang-
er.

5. The heat-recovery-type refrigerating apparatus (1)
according to claim 4, wherein
said heat-source-side heat exchanger (24, 25, 35)
has a structure in which a plurality of refrigerant paths
through which refrigerant flows in a horizontal direc-

tion are arranged in a plurality of levels in a vertical
direction; and
said precooling heat exchanger (35) constitutes the
refrigerant path on the lowermost level among the
plurality of refrigerant paths.

Patentansprüche

1. Kühlvorrichtung des Wärmerückgewinnungstyps
(1), die einen Kompressor (21), einen wärmequel-
lenseitigen Wärmetauscher (24, 25, 35) und eine
Vielzahl von gebrauchsseitigen Wärmetauschern
(52a, 52b, 52c, 52d) aufweist, die jeweils individuell
zwischen den Funktionen als Kältemittelverdampfer
oder Kältemittelradiator umgeschaltet werden kön-
nen, wobei Kältemittel von dem als Kältemittelradi-
ator fungierenden gebrauchsseitigen Wärmetau-
scher zu dem als Kältemittelverdampfer fungieren-
den gebrauchsseitigen Wärmetauscher geschickt
wird, womit durch gleichzeitiges Durchführen eines
Kühl-/Wärmevorgangs Wärme zwischen den ge-
brauchsseitigen Wärmetauschern gewonnen wer-
den kann;
wobei ein Abschnitt (35) des wärmequellenseitigen
Wärmetauschers ein Vorkühlungswärmetauscher
für den ständigen Umlauf von Hochdruckdampfkäl-
temittel ist, das von dem Kompressor abgegeben
wird; wobei ein Kältemittelkühler (36) zum Kühlen
eines elektrischen Geräts mit einer stromabwärts
gelegenen Seite des Vorkühlungswärmetauschers
verbunden ist, und
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass ein kältemittelküh-
lungsseitiger Durchflussmengeneinstellmechanis-
mus (37) zum Einstellen einer Durchflussmenge von
durch den Vorkühlungswärmetauscher (35) fließen-
dem Kältemittel mit einer stromabwärts gelegenen
Seite des Kältemittelkühlers (36) verbunden ist.

2. Kühlvorrichtung des Wärmerückgewinnungstyps (1)
nach Anspruch 1, wobei
ein wärmequellenseitiger Durchflussmengenein-
stellmechanismus (26, 27) zum Einstellen der
Durchflussmenge von Kältemittel, das durch einen
wärmequellenseitigen Hauptwärmetauscher (24,
25) fließt, der ein Abschnitt des wärmequellenseiti-
gen Wärmetauschers ohne den Vorkühlungswär-
metauscher (35) ist, mit einer Flüssigkeitsseite des
wärmequellenseitigen Hauptwärmetauschers ver-
bunden ist; und
ein Auslass des kältemittelkühlungsseitigen Durch-
flussmengeneinstellmechanismus (37) mit einer
stromabwärts gelegenen Seite des wärmequellen-
seitigen Durchflussmengeneinstellmechanismus
verbunden ist, wenn der wärmequellenseitige
Hauptwärmetauscher veranlasst wird, als Kältemit-
telradiator zu fungieren.
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3. Kühlvorrichtung des Wärmerückgewinnungstyps (1)
nach Anspruch 2, wobei der wärmequellenseitige
Hauptwärmetauscher einen ersten wärmequellen-
seitigen Wärmetauscher (24) und einen zweiten
wärmequellenseitigen Wärmetauscher (25) besitzt;
wobei der wärmequellenseitige Durchflussmengen-
einstellmechanismus einen ersten wärmequellen-
seitigen Durchflussmengeneinstellmechanismus
(26) zum Einstellen der Durchflussmenge von Käl-
temittel, das durch den ersten wärmequellenseitigen
Wärmetauscher fließt, und einen zweiten wärme-
quellenseitigen Durchflussmengeneinstellmecha-
nismus (27) zum Einstellen der Durchflussmenge
von Kältemittel besitzt, das durch den zweiten wär-
mequellenseitigen Wärmetauscher fließt; und
der Auslass des kältemittelkühlungsseitigen Durch-
flussmengeneinstellmechanismus (37) mit einer
stromabwärts gelegenen Seite des ersten wärme-
quellenseitigen Durchflussmengeneinstellmecha-
nismus verbunden ist, wenn der erste wärmequel-
lenseitige Wärmetauscher veranlasst wird, als Käl-
temittelradiator zu fungieren, und mit einer stromab-
wärts gelegenen Seite des zweiten wärmequellen-
seitigen Durchflussmengeneinstellmechanismus,
wenn der zweite wärmequellenseitige Wärmetau-
scher veranlasst wird, als Kältemittelradiator zu fun-
gieren.

4. Kühlvorrichtung des Wärmerückgewinnungstyps (1)
nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei
der Vorkühlungswärmetauscher (35) einen Boden-
teil des wärmequellenseitigen Wärmetauschers bil-
det.

5. Kühlvorrichtung des Wärmerückgewinnungstyps (1)
nach Anspruch 4, wobei der wärmequellenseitige
Wärmetauscher (24, 25, 35) eine Struktur besitzt,
bei der eine Vielzahl von Kältemittelpfaden, durch
die Kältemittel in horizontale Richtung fließt, auf ei-
ner Vielzahl von Ebenen in vertikaler Richtung an-
geordnet ist; und
der Vorkühlungswärmetauscher (35) innerhalb der
Vielzahl von Kältemittelpfaden den Kältemittelpfad
auf der untersten Ebene bildet.

Revendications

1. Appareil de réfrigération de type à récupération de
chaleur (1) incluant un compresseur (21), un échan-
geur de chaleur côté source de chaleur (24, 25, 35),
et une pluralité d’échangeurs de chaleur côté utili-
sation (52a, 52b, 52c, 52d) qui peuvent chacun être
individuellement commutés entre un fonctionne-
ment en tant qu’évaporateurs de fluide frigorigène
ou radiateurs de fluide frigorigène, le fluide frigori-
gène étant envoyé depuis ledit échangeur de chaleur
côté utilisation fonctionnant en tant que radiateur de

fluide frigorigène audit échangeur de chaleur côté
utilisation fonctionnant en tant qu’évaporateur de
fluide frigorigène, de sorte que de la chaleur peut
être récupérée entre lesdits échangeurs de chaleur
côté utilisation par la réalisation d’une opération de
refroidissement/chauffage de manière simultanée ;
une portion (35) dudit échangeur de chaleur côté
source de chaleur est un échangeur de chaleur de
pré-refroidissement pour toujours faire circuler un
fluide frigorigène en phase vapeur haute pression
évacué dudit compresseur;
un refroidisseur de fluide frigorigène (36) pour refroi-
dir un équipement électrique est raccordé à un côté
aval dudit échangeur de chaleur de pré-refroidisse-
ment, et
caractérisé par
un mécanisme de réglage de débit côté refroidisse-
ment de fluide frigorigène (37) pour régler un débit
d’un fluide frigorigène s’écoulant à travers ledit
échangeur de chaleur de pré-refroidissement (35)
est raccordé à un côté aval dudit refroidisseur de
fluide frigorigène (36).

2. Appareil de réfrigération de type à récupération de
chaleur (1) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
un mécanisme de réglage de débit côté source de
chaleur (26, 27) pour régler le débit d’un fluide frigo-
rigène s’écoulant à travers un échangeur de chaleur
côté source de chaleur principal (24, 25) qui est une
portion dudit échangeur de chaleur côté source de
chaleur à l’exclusion dudit échangeur de chaleur de
pré-refroidissement (35) est raccordé à un côté li-
quide dudit échangeur de chaleur côté source de
chaleur principal ; et
un orifice de sortie dudit mécanisme de réglage de
débit coté refroidissement de fluide frigorigène (37)
est raccordé à un côté aval dudit mécanisme de ré-
glage de débit côté source de chaleur lorsque ledit
échangeur de chaleur côté source de chaleur prin-
cipal est amené à fonctionner en tant que radiateur
de fluide frigorigène.

3. Appareil de réfrigération de type à récupération de
chaleur (1) selon la revendication 2, dans lequel
ledit échangeur de chaleur côté source de chaleur
principal comporte un premier échangeur de chaleur
côté source de chaleur (24) et un second échangeur
de chaleur côté source de chaleur (25) ;
ledit mécanisme de réglage de débit côté source de
chaleur comporte un premier mécanisme de réglage
de débit côté source de chaleur (26) pour régler le
débit d’un fluide frigorigène s’écoulant à travers ledit
premier échangeur de chaleur côté source de cha-
leur, et un second mécanisme de réglage de débit
côté source de chaleur (27) pour régler le débit d’un
fluide frigorigène s’écoulant à travers ledit second
échangeur de chaleur côté source de chaleur; et
l’orifice de sortie dudit mécanisme de réglage de dé-
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bit côté refroidissement de fluide frigorigène (37) est
raccordé à un côté aval dudit premier mécanisme
de réglage de débit côté source de chaleur lorsque
ledit premier échangeur de chaleur côté source de
chaleur est amené à fonctionner en tant que radia-
teur de fluide frigorigène, et à un côté aval dudit se-
cond mécanisme de réglage de débit côté source de
chaleur lorsque ledit second échangeur de chaleur
côté source de chaleur est amené à fonctionner en
tant que radiateur de fluide frigorigène.

4. Appareil de réfrigération de type à récupération de
chaleur (1) selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 3, dans lequel
ledit échangeur de chaleur de pré-refroidissement
(35) constitue une partie basse dudit échangeur de
chaleur côté source de chaleur.

5. Appareil de réfrigération de type à récupération de
chaleur (1) selon la revendication 4, dans lequel
ledit échangeur de chaleur côté source de chaleur
(24, 25, 35) comporte une structure dans laquelle
une pluralité de chemins de fluide frigorigène à tra-
vers lesquels un fluide frigorigène s’écoule dans une
direction horizontale sont agencés dans une pluralité
de niveaux dans une direction verticale ; et
ledit échangeur de chaleur de pré-refroidissement
(35) constitue le chemin de fluide frigorigène sur le
niveau le plus bas parmi la pluralité de chemins de
fluide frigorigène.
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